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Comparative highlights
2019

2018

Operating Revenues

$

76,771,472

$

67,319,847

Operating Expenses

$

70,740,833

$

65,649,174

Change in net position prior to distribution

$

4,850,285

$

98,475

Plant in service, at original cost

$

156,155,091

$

152,938,911

Construction work in progress

$

2,747,399

$

2,544,918

Accumulated depreciation

$

80,854,403

$

77,559,783

Gross additions to utility plant during year

$

4,135,705

$

4,326,325

Gas properties, at original cost

$

66,220,306

$

66,220,306

Accumulated depletion

$

61,124,447

$

59,913,398

Total Assets and Deferred Outflows

$

125,627,577

$

127,150,885

Gross Sales (Mcf)

$

13,143,527

$

12,073,729

Throughput (Mcf)		

15,958,928		

14,575,068

Customers (peak)		

29,856		

29,535

Degree days		

1,197		

1,362

Our Vision

SERVE

Our Values
Integrity

Always doing the right thing, the right way,
with or without an audience

Respect

The honor we freely give to others

Our Mission
Provide Energy
& Opportunity
for Growth through
Servant Leadership

Loyalty
Commitment proven by our faithfulness
to serve
Honesty
Fearlessness in transparency and truth
Others
Putting those we serve and serve with
ahead of ourselves

SERVE

In 2019, Southeast Gas put its collective focus on strategic
growth, regulatory compliance, system improvements, community
investments and industry responsibility. We directed our attention to
the strength of our corporate culture and adjusted our core strategies to
meet the demands of our ever-evolving natural gas business.
Late-season winter temperatures were a major factor in our success for the year.
We experienced cold temperatures in November, our coldest in the last decade, with
somewhat average temperatures leading into February. Temperatures in February
were the third-warmest over the last decade. As we compared our 2019 degree days
to the 10-year average, they were 1,385 in Fiscal 2019 versus the 10-year average
of 1,406. Our revenues were 6.5% higher than 2018, and our Gross MCF sales were
up 14.5% over 2018.
Our approach to customer growth remained unwavering in 2019, recording
net customer growth near 1% again last year. Our company signed a long-term
contract with Geneva County Gas System last year, thereby providing an anchor
load to support main extensions through the growing community of Rehobeth
in 2019. Then, in June we signed an agreement to serve a large residential
development in Opelika, allowing us to expand into another growth area. There
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is still much to be done, but we are making progress. We built
upon our existing developer and builder relationships for the
new construction markets in Dothan, Enterprise, Troy, Pike
Road and Montgomery. And, we remained vigilant about our
existing customer base, continuing incentive programs to
retain residential and commercial load.
Regulatory requirements like the Alabama Public Service
Commission’s Rule 13 (Rule 13), which pertains to the
identification and disconnection of inactive service lines caused
us to spend much of 2019 looking inwardly at our pipeline
system. Our operations employees physically verified thousands
of inactive service lines, and then each of those services were
verified and plotted on our mapping system. With the first
phase of Rule 13 compliance completed, our company now faces
the task of either reactivating or retiring each of the inactive
services identified. While a somewhat daunting responsibility,
this process allows us to improve the safety of our system
by retiring services that are no longer in use and also gives us
growth opportunities at many structures where we have already
made the initial infrastructure investment.
Proactive planning for our company not only applies to Rule
13, but also other regulatory requirements like the Pipeline
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Strategic growth
Regulatory compliance
System improvements
Community investments
Industry responsibility

Safety: Safety of Gas Transmission Pipelines: MAOP Reconfirmation,
Expansion of Assessment Requirements, and Other Related
Amendments (Mega Rule). Even as we looked ahead to these
mandates, we continued day-to-day safe operations with consistent
investments in the replacement, upgrading and maintenance of
our pipeline system. Two examples are valve removal projects
we completed last year – one in Elba on the Pea River and one in
Glenwood on the Conecuh River. In both areas, we deleted four
obsolete gate valves that were difficult to maintain. We removed
the valves and also abandoned dual pipeline runs under each river
and replaced them with a single run of higher strength steel pipeline.
We remain focused on pipeline integrity, while also challenging our
engineering team to thoroughly assess and plan all replacement
and maintenance initiatives, shifting from a routine maintenance
mindset to a proactive system improvement culture.
In April of 2019 we embarked on an in-depth assessment and
evaluation of our vision, mission and values as well as a new
strategic plan for Southeast Gas. Our intentionality with customers,
fellow employees, local communities and even national
organizations and the natural gas industry at large led us to restate
our vision as clearly and concisely as we knew how: SERVE. We
clarified our mission, which is to provide energy and opportunity
for growth through servant leadership. And we concisely
identified and defined our values of Integrity (always doing
the right thing, the right way, with or without an audience),
Respect (the honor we freely give to others), Loyalty
(commitment proven by our faithfulness to serve), Honesty
(fearlessness in transparency and truth) and Others (putting
those we serve and serve with ahead of ourselves).
Using our vision, mission and values as the baseline standards for
everything we do, our management team established eight priority
initiatives and developed short-term, mid-range and long-term
projects to prioritize our People, create an intentional approach to
Communication, build our foundation on Compliance and Safety,
evaluate and offer advanced Technology and Security, pursue
rigorous Operating Standards, plan diligently for Growth, think
outside the box to explore and execute Value-Added Initiatives
and strategically approach Economic Development opportunities
throughout our region. We created this strategic plan with a
different end in mind, incorporating employee representatives
from every facet of the company to take us down a path toward
long-term success.
Southeast Gas recognizes that our industry responsibility stretches
well beyond our region. Last year we collaborated with trade
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organizations like the American Public Gas Association and Energy Solutions Center
to be a unified voice in support of diversified energy solutions. We remain active
and engaged in national and regional conversations surrounding energy efficiency
standards and carbon reduction initiatives. We’re exploring ways to include
Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) in our energy mix, recognizing that RNG could be a
sustainable energy source in our portfolio mix for the future.
Ultimately, the success of our strategic plan and our company at large rests in the
hands of our highly focused employees. From positive customer touchpoints to
a keen understanding of workplace and customer safety, the Southeast Gas team
strives to ensure that our level of customer care is nothing less than excellent. In
2019, we contributed more than 2,500 service hours through 20 local organizations
and events. Our people added more than 91,872 feet of new distribution mains
and ran 683 new services to homes and businesses. They saw needs and then met
those needs. They are what makes Southeast Gas different – because they are the
difference makers.
Thank you for allowing me to serve you. It’s an honor to be part of the Southeast
Gas team.

J. Gregory Henderson
President & CEO
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Independent Auditors’ Report

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of The Southeast Alabama Gas District
(“Southeast Gas”) as of and for the years ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, and the related notes to
the financial statements, as listed in the table of contents.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes
the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair
presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud
or error.
Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures
in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
the entity’s internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating
the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of Southeast Gas as of September 30, 2019 and 2018, and the results of their operations
and their cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America.
Emphasis of Matter
As discussed in Note 14 to the financial statements, Southeast Gas adopted the provisions of
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (“GASB”) Statement No. 83, Asset Retirement Obligations,
during the year ended September 30, 2019. Our opinion is not modified with respect to this matter.
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Other Matters
Required Supplementary Information
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the management’s
discussion and analysis on pages 8–12 and the schedules of changes in net pension liability and related
ratios and contributions for the Southeast Alabama Gas District Retirement Income Plan and the
schedule of changes in net OPEB liability and related ratios for the Southeast Alabama Gas District
Premium Supplement Plan on pages 49–51 be presented to supplement the basic financial statements.
Such information, although not a part of the basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental
Accounting Standards Board, who considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing
the basic financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. We have
applied certain limited procedures to the required supplementary information in accordance with
auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America, which consisted of inquiries
of management about the methods of preparing the information and comparing the information for
consistency with management’s responses to our inquiries, the basic financial statements, and other
knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We do not express an opinion
or provide any assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not provide us with
sufficient evidence to express an opinion or provide any assurance.
Other Information
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively
comprise Southeast Gas’s basic financial statements. The supplementary information of estimated
gas reserves in Note 17 is presented for the purpose of additional analysis and is not a required part
of the basic financial statements. This supplementary information is the responsibility of Southeast
Gas’s management. Such information has not been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in our
audits of the basic financial statements and, accordingly, we express no opinion on this supplementary
information.

CARR, RIGGS & INGRAM, L.L.C.
Enterprise, Alabama
January 27, 2020
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis

Corporate Structure — The Southeast Alabama Gas District (“Southeast Gas”) is a public corporation
created on January 29, 1952, under Act No. 762 (the “Act”), General Laws of Alabama by 14 towns in
southeast Alabama. It was established to provide natural gas service to domestic, commercial, and
industrial customers located in 35 communities in the southeast portion of the state. Southeast Gas
owns and operates 619 miles of transmission lines as well as 1,649 miles of distribution lines. Attached
to those lines are approximately 30,000 customers located in 18 counties in southeast Alabama.
Member and Franchise Towns — The 14 towns that formed Southeast Gas are known as member towns
and are entitled to all distributable income that is earned by Southeast Gas. Any portion that is earned
but not distributed is carried forward to future years for distribution at the discretion of the Board of
Directors. The other 21 towns are franchise towns and are only entitled to a fee of 1½% to 3% of the gross
sales of gas in those towns.
Authority — The Act provides that Southeast Gas will establish rates and charges to produce revenues
sufficient to cover its costs, including debt service. Since the Board of Directors is composed of elected
and appointed representatives from each member town, it serves as the rate making regulatory body,
which oversees Southeast Gas. The Act exempts Southeast Gas from all taxes and allows the issuance of
tax-exempt bonds and other obligations to finance the activities of Southeast Gas.
Proprietary Funds — Southeast Gas operates only one type of proprietary fund, the enterprise fund.
Enterprise funds are used to report the same functions presented as business-type activities.
Gas Supplies — Southeast Gas receives gas from external supply agreements. Southeast Gas has entered
into several long term supply arrangements from which Southeast Gas is expected to receive a firm supply
of discounted gas during their 10–30 year terms. Under these pay-as-you-go arrangements, Southeast
Gas has committed to buy specified volumes of gas at prevailing market prices less a discount when,
and if, gas is delivered. Southeast Gas also has contracts in place to purchase gas from local natural gas
producers residing in Southeast Gas’s service territory. This gas amounts to approximately 8,900 MMBtu
per day with an expected well life of five to seven years.
Notes to the Financial Statements — The notes provide additional information that is essential to
understanding the data provided in the financial statements.
Overview of the Financial Statements — This discussion and analysis is intended to serve as an
introduction to Southeast Gas’s basic financial statements. These financial statements are designed
to provide readers with an overview of Southeast Gas’s finances, in a manner similar to private sector
businesses.
The statements of net position present information on all of Southeast Gas’s assets, liabilities and
deferred inflows and outflows of resources with the difference between the two reported as net position.
Current assets include significant cash reserves that are required by Southeast Gas’s Certificate of
Incorporation and various bond indentures with current liabilities consisting primarily of gas purchases
and distributions payable to members.
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The statements of revenues, expenses, and changes in net position present information showing how
Southeast Gas’s net position changed during the most recent fiscal year. All changes in net position are
reported as soon as the underlying event giving rise to the change occurs, regardless of the timing of
related cash flows. Therefore, revenues and expenses are reported in this statement for some items that
will only result in cash flows in future fiscal periods (e.g., customer receivables and accrued retirement
benefits).
Condensed Financial Statements
The following table reflects the condensed statements of net position and is compared to the previous
two years.

			
2018		
2017
September 30,
2019
Change
(Restated)
Change
(Restated)		
		
ASSETS										
Current and other assets
$ 37,809,770 $ (1,133,453 ) $ 38,943,223 $ (611,102 ) $ 39,554,325		
Capital assets, net		 83,143,946		 (1,087,008 )		 84,230,954		 (8,668,769 )		92,899,723
Total assets		 120,953,716		 (2,220,461 )		 123,174,177		 (9,279,871 )		132,454,048
Deferred outflows of resources		 4,673,861		 697,153			 3,976,708		 1,307,449			 2,669,259
LIABILITIES										
Current liabilities		 17,653,729		 1,143,740			 16,509,989		 1,453,466 		 15,056, 523
Other liabilities		 33,040,807		 (4,373,986 )		 37,414,793		 (7,133,750 )		 44,548,543		
Total liabilities		 50,694,536		 (3,230,246 )		 53,924,782		 (5,680,284 )		 59,605,066		
		
Deferred inflows of resources		 3,418,655		
(43,347 )		 3,462,002		 939,296 		 2,522,706		
NET POSITION
Net investment in capital assets		 59,246,446		 2,242,992 		 57,003,454		 (5,415,019 )		62,418,473
Restricted for debt service		
521,081		 (681,805 )		 1,202,886		 (203,884 )		 1,406,770
Unrestricted		
11,746,859		 189,098			 11,557,761		 2,387,469			 9,170,292		
Total net position

$ 71,514,386 $ 1,750,285		 $ 69,764,101 $ (3,231,434 ) $ 72,995,535		

For more detailed information, see the accompanying statements of net position.
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The following table compares the revenues, expenses and changes in net position for the current and two
previous fiscal years.
			
2018		2017
September 30,
2019
Change
(Restated)
Change
(Restated)		
Operating revenues
$ 76,771,472 $ 9,451,625		 $ 67,319,847		 $ 4,116,138		$ 63,203,709		
Operating expenses		 70,740,833			 5,091,659			 65,649,174			 (1,907,051 )		 67,556,225
Operating income (loss)		 6,030,639			 4,359,966			 1,670,673			 6,023,189 		 (4,352,516 )		
Non-operating revenues (expenses)		 (1,180,354 )		 391,844			 (1,572,198 )		 (190,278 )		 (1,381,920 )
Increase (decrease) in net position										
before distributions		 4,850,285			 4,751,810			
98,475			 5,832,911			 (5,734,436 )
Distributions		
(3,100,000 )		 680,908			 (3,780,908 )		 (1,242,235 )		 (2,538,673 )
Change in net position
1,750,285			 5,432,718		 (3,682,433 )		 4,590,676			 (8,273,109 )
Net position - beginning		 69,764,101			 (3,231,434 )		 72,995,535			 (8,007,389 )		 81,002,924			
Prior period adjustment - ARO/pension		
-			 (450,999 )		 450,999			 185,279 		 265,720
Net position - ending
$ 71,514,386 $ 1,750,285		 $ 69,764,101		 $ (3,231,434 ) $ 72,995,535

For more detailed information, see the accompanying statements of revenues, expenses and changes in net position.
Financial Analysis — 2019 Compared to 2018 and 2017
Operating Revenues — Distribution Revenue — Operating revenues are composed of revenues from
distribution and the gas properties. In 2019, distribution revenues increased $3,680,000 due to higher
industrial and resale volumes sold. For 2018, distribution revenues increased $5,133,000 due to higher
tariff and resale volumes sold.
Distribution revenue is derived from the sales to tariff customers, industrial customers, and gas sold for
resale. Mcf sold for distribution revenue customers and the changes for each year are shown below.

Mcf sold
2019
Change
2018
Change
2017		
						
Tariff
1,967,308
35,222
1,932,086
270,390		 1,661,696
Industrial
8,120,295
169,105
7,951,190
43,814		 7,907,376
Resale
3,055,924
865,471
2,190,453
1,217,424
973,029
Total
13,143,527
1,069,798
12,073,729
1,531,628
10,542,101
The increase in industrial units sold is due to industrial customer loads increasing during 2019. The increase in resale
Mcf sold is due largely to the addition of a resale customer for a full year for 2019 and partial year in 2018.
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Operating Revenues — Production Revenue — Revenues from the gas properties, production revenue,
were derived from sales to contracted third parties based upon index pricing. Production revenue
decreased $894,000 in 2019 compared to the prior year decrease of $1,445,000. Layered on top of the
index price were hedges, which were intended to produce a margin above the operating expenses of the
gas properties. The proceeds from the hedge transactions decreased $422,000 and $138,000 in 2019
and 2018, respectively, as a result of the higher valued hedges expiring and being replaced with lower
values. Production from the gas properties declined by 649,599 Mcf in 2019 and 368,000 Mcf in 2018, due
to the natural decline of the wells and the assignment of a portion of the wells to PGP Operating, Inc. on
July 1, 2018. The sales price, with the effects of the hedges included, increased $0.36 per Mcf in 2019 and
decreased $0.20 per Mcf in 2018.
Operating Expenses — The increase in 2019 operating expenses from 2018 was due primarily to an
increase in gas costs due to increased purchases and increased volume sold. This increase was offset
somewhat by the impairment on the gas wells recorded in the prior year. In addition, the per unit cost
of gas rose from $3.13 in the prior year to $3.18 in 2019. The amounts for 2018 contain an elimination
amount from revenue and gas cost for gas bought from the wells in the amount of $7,775,000. This gas
was sold to external sources in FY 2019. The decrease in depletion from 2018 to 2019 was primarily due
to an impairment of the gas wells in 2018. Distribution expenses increased $945,000 in 2019 compared
to 2018 and decreased $504,000 in 2018 compared to 2017. Depreciation expense increased $144,000 in
2019 compared to 2018 and decreased $104,000 in 2018 compared to 2017 as a result of an increase in
general plant. Gas properties operating expenses decreased $1,262,000 in 2019 and $311,000 in 2018 as
a result of cost cutting measures enacted by the operator and assigning a portion of the wells to PGP
Operating, Inc.
Nonoperating Income and Expense — Interest expense in 2019 decreased $78,000 compared to 2018
as a result of the normal amortization of interest payments. Interest expense decreased in 2018 by
$34,000 from 2017 amounts.
Unearned Revenue from Gas Properties — In April 2003, the Board of Directors adopted a Contingency
Reserve Policy which deferred all income generated from the gas properties in excess of $0.20 per MMBtu
until the Contingency Reserve Fund was fully funded. In June 2013, the related Series 2003A and Series
2003B Bonds were retired eliminating the requirement to maintain the Contingency Reserve and as such
the District then recognized $21,100,000 of unearned income. The remaining balance is being
proportionately recognized over the next ten years. Southeast Gas recognized $629,000 in 2019 and 2018
leaving $2,514,000 to be recognized at September 30, 2019.
Distributions to Member Municipalities — Southeast Gas’s Board chose to distribute $3,100,000 to
member municipalities for 2019 with $345,000 remaining undistributed for future periods. Distributions
for 2018 were $3,781,000 and $2,539,000 for 2017.
Total Assets and Total Liabilities — Southeast Gas had total assets at September 30, 2019 of
$120,954,000 of which $34,835,000 was current assets, $83,144,000 capital assets, and $2,975,000
other noncurrent assets. At September 30, 2019, Southeast Gas had construction work in progress of
$2,747,000 which consisted of approximately $1,876,000 for distribution, transmission and service
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line installations, $337,000 for meters, stations and line replacements, and $155,000 for purchases of
heavy equipment, vehicles, computers and software as well as the enhancement of land, buildings and
furnishings in the amount of $379,000. Southeast Gas had total liabilities of $50,695,000 at September
30, 2019, of which $17,654,000 was current liabilities and the remaining $33,041,000 was noncurrent
liabilities.
Deferred Inflows and Outflows of Resources — Southeast Gas had deferred outflows of resources,
previously reported as assets, which represent the fair value of derivatives as well as changes in
assumptions, differences in actual and expected results and losses on investments related to the
defined benefit pension plan and the current value of asset retirement obligations. These amounts were
$4,674,000 at September 30, 2019 and $3,977,000 at September 30, 2018. In addition, Southeast Gas
also had deferred inflows of resources related to the pension plan and fair value of derivatives. These
amounts were $3,419,000 at September 30, 2019 and $3,462,000 at September 30, 2018.
Liquidity and Capital Resources — Southeast Gas had $20,137,000 in unrestricted cash and
investments at September 30, 2019. In addition, there was restricted cash and investments of $521,000
invested in bond debt service funds and capital project funds. Accounts receivable from customers
totaled $4,919,000, compared to accounts payable of $3,326,000 and a distribution payable to member
towns of $3,100,000. Gas in storage at September 30, 2019, had a balance of $2,710,000 with an average
cost of $2.91 per Mcf.
In April 2013, Southeast Gas entered into a three-year line of credit agreement for a maximum amount
of $10,000,000. This agreement was renewed August 2016 and again August 2019 and expires August
2024. This line is used to fund general corporate needs such as gas storage purchases for inventory and
monthly liquidity. The balance due on this line of credit at September 30, 2019 and 2018 was $2,500,000
and $0, respectively.
Net Position — Southeast Gas had total net position at September 30, 2019, of $71,514,000, an increase
of $1,750,000 from September 30, 2018. Net position invested in capital assets totaled $59,246,000 at
September 30, 2019. Total restricted net position was $521,000 composed of bond debt service funds and
capital project funds. The remaining unrestricted net position was $11,747,000 at September 30, 2019.
Economic Outlook — Southeast Gas has a well-diversified gas supply and hedging program to temper
the effect of gas price volatility and actively pursues long-term gas supply at discount prices. Southeast
Gas continues to pursue economic development opportunities to grow and expand its customer base. In
addition, Southeast Gas’s rate structure offers a sound cost recovery framework. As such, there are no
known conditions or decisions that will have a significant impact on Southeast Gas’s financial position
in the near future.
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2019

September 30,

2018

19

(Restated)

ASSETS AND DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES
CURRENT ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents
$
12,619,676		 $
12,754,867		
Bond debt service funds-restricted		
331,455			
331,257
Capital project funds-restricted
189,626			
871,629
Investments		
7,517,164			
7,264,124
Receivable due from broker		
1,811,380			
1,528,411
Customer accounts receivable — net of allowance for 							
uncollectible accounts of $187,410 and $226,755 in 							
2019 and 2018, respectively		
4,918,563			
5,428,244
Receivables from gas properties		
–			
136,479
Other accounts receivable		
793,127			
712,392
Materials and supplies		
3,162,424 		
3,307,472
Gas in storage		
2,710,324			
2,927,254
Regulatory asset - hedging activities
414,909			
148,913
Prepayments and other		
366,696			
370,934
				
Total current assets		
assets		
34,835,344			
34,835,344
			
35,781,976			

		
		
NONCURRENT ASSETS
CAPITAL ASSETS		

Gas utility plant in service — at original cost
156,155,091			 152,938,911
Construction work in progress		
2,747,399			
2,544,918
Less accumulated depreciation
(80,854,403 )		
(77,559,783 )		
			
Gas utility plant — net
		
78,048,087			
77,924,046
Gas properties — at original cost		
66,220,306			
66,220,306		
Less accumulated depletion		
(61,124,447 )		
(59,913,398 )
Gas properties — net
5,095,859			
6,306,908
					
Total capital assets		
83,143,946			
84,230,954			
						
Regulatory assets 		
2,524,426			
2,711,247		
Other assets		
450,000			
450,000			
		
Total noncurrent assets
86,118,372			
87,392,201

TOTAL ASSETS		
120,953,716			 123,174,177
DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES

Asset retirement obligation		
Pension plan

1,720,530			
2,953,331			

1,720,530
2,256,178

TOTAL DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES		
4,673,861			

3,976,708

TOTAL ASSETS AND DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES		
125,627,577		 $

127,150,885

The accompanying “Notes to Financial Statements” form an integral part of this statement.				

(Continued )
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Statements of net position (continued)
2019

September 30,

2018

(Restated)

LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES AND NET POSITION
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Current maturities of long-term debt
$
3,408,750 $
3,330,000
Accounts payable (including amounts for gas purchases of
$1,924,039 and $2,421,180 2019 and 2018, respectively)
3,287,855		 3,889,861
Distributions payable to member municipalities
3,100,000		 3,780,908
Payable to gas properties		
38,494		
–
Line of Credit 		
2,500,000		
–
Customer deposits
2,602,559		 2,962,230
Regulatory liabilities — current		
130,304		
116,225
Accrued expenses
2,585,767		 2,430,765
				
Total current liabilities		 17,653,729		 16,509,989
NONCURRENT LIABILITIES
Series 2015A bonds		
Series 2015B bonds		
Series 2015C bonds		
Series 2017 bonds
Asset retirement obligations
Net other postretirement benefit liability		
Regulatory liabilities — noncurrent

6,285,000		 7,426,250
4,770,000		 5,026,250
792,500		 1,235,000
8,641,250		 10,210,000
1,720,530		 1,720,530
267,690		
354,271
10,563,837		 11,442,492

Total noncurrent liabilities		

33,040,807		 37,414,793

TOTAL LIABILITIES
50,694,536
53,924,782
		
DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES
		
Fair value of derivatives		
1,439,270		 1,108,865
Pension Plan
1,863,456		 2,336,382
OPEB Plan		
115,929		
16,755
Total deferred inflows of resources		

3,418,655		

3,462,002

NET POSITION
Net investment in capital assets
59,246,446		 57,003,454
Restricted
521,081		 1,202,886
Unrestricted		
11,746,859		 11,557,761

71,514,386		 69,764,101
Total net position		
TOTAL LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES
AND NET POSITION

$ 125,627,577

The accompanying “Notes to Financial Statements” form an integral part of this statement.
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Statements of revenues, expenses and changes in net position
2019

Years ended September 30,
$

OPERATING REVENUES

76,771,472 		 $

2018

(Restated)
67,319,847

OPERATING EXPENSES		
Natural gas purchases		 41,125,366 			
30,031,068
Distribution expenses		 19,437,909 			
18,492,412
Depreciation		
4,155,452			
4,011,885
Gas properties operating expenses		
4,811,057 			
6,072,845
Depletion of gas properties		
1,211,049 			
2,262,473
Depletion — impairment of gas properties		
– 		 4,778,491

Total operating expenses		
70,740,833 		 65,649,174
			
6,030,639 		 1,670,673
OPERATING INCOME		
NONOPERATING INCOME (EXPENSE)		
Interest income		
475,827 			
62,426
Interest expense		
(870,916 )		
(948,776 )
Other — net		
(1,413,921 )		
(1,314,504 )
Net nonoperating expense		

(1,809,010 )		

Recognition of unearned revenue from gas properties

628,656 			

CHANGE IN NET POSITION PRIOR TO DISTRIBUTION		
4,850,285 		
Distributions to member municipalities		

(3,100,000 )		

(2,200,854 )
628,656
98,475
(3,780,908 )

CHANGE IN NET POSITION 		
1,750,285 			
(3,682,433 )
NET POSITION — Beginning of year (as originally reported)
69,764,101 			
72,995,535
Prior period adjustment (Note 14)		
–		
450,999
NET POSITION — Beginning of year (as restated)
$

NET POSITION — End of year

69,764,101			

73,446,534

71,514,386 		 $

69,764,101

The accompanying “Notes to Financial Statements” form an integral part of this statement.
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Statements of cash flows
2019

Years ended September 30,

2018

(Restated)

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from distribution customers
$ 72,218,357		 $ 60,458,049
Receipts from gas properties customers		
5,845,234			 7,096,268
Payments to suppliers		 (56,591,822 )		(46,331,814 )
Payments on hedging activities — net		
(812 )		 (286,870 )
Payments to employees		 (12,624,822 )		(11,850,043 )
Other receipts (payments)		
(359,671 )
126,766
Net cash provided by operating activities		
8,486,464 		 9,212,356

INVESTING ACTIVITIES		
Net (purchases) redemption of investments		
(253,040 )
(1,079,347 )
Interest receipts		
475,827 		
62,426
Other		
(143,788 )
(138,597 )
Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities		
78,999
(1,155,518 )
NONCAPITAL FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from issuance of short-term notes payable		
CAPITAL AND RELATED FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Principal payments on long-term debt		
Capital expenditures		
Interest payments		
Distributions paid to member municipalities		
Capital project funds		
Bond debt service funds

2,500,000 		

–

(3,330,000 )
(3,253,750 )
(4,135,705 )		 (4,326,325 )
(635,846 )
(713,706 )
(3,780,908 )		 (2,538,673 )
682,003			
203,891
(198 )		
(7 )

Net cash used in capital and related financing
(11,200,654 )		(10,628,570 )
activities		
NET DECREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS		
(135,191 )		 (2,571,732 )
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS — Beginning of year		
12,754,867 		 15,326,599
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS — End of year

$ 12,619,676

The accompanying “Notes to Financial Statements” form an integral part of this statement.
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Statements of cash flows (continued)
2019

Years ended September 30,
RECONCILIATION OF OPERATING INCOME TO NET CASH
PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Operating income

$

6,030,639		 $

2018

(Restated)

1,670,673

Adjustments to reconcile operating income to net cash
provided by operating activities:
Depreciation		
4,155,452			
4,011,885
Depletion of gas properties
1,211,049			
2,262,473
Depletion — impairment of gas properties		
–			
4,778,491
Changes in certain assets and liabilities:			
Customer accounts receivable
509,681			
(50,924 )
Other accounts receivable		
(80,735 )		
175,712
Receivables from gas properties
174,973			
109,682
Materials and supplies
145,048			
(301,986 )
Gas in storage
216,930			
(32,468 )
Prepayments and other		
4,238		
24,329
Other deferred charges
(1,275,173 )
(1,747,753 )
Accounts payable
(602,006 ) 		
125,519
Customer deposits
(359,671 )		
126,766
Accrued expenses
155,002 		
(30,249 )
Regulatory liabilities — pension
665,501
(794,353 )
Hedging activities — net
(266,808 )		
(220,362 )
Deferred outflows — pension		
(697,153 ) 		
413,081
Other — net		
(1,500,503 )		 (1,308,160 )
Total adjustments		
2,455,825			
		
NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES
$
8,486,464
$

7,541,683
9,212,356

			
		

The accompanying “Notes to Financial Statements” form an integral part of this statement.
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NOTE 1 – SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Business — The Southeast Alabama Gas District (“Southeast Gas”) is an Alabama-based, municipally
owned corporation with two primary lines of business: natural gas distribution (“Distribution”) and
natural gas production (“Production”). The Distribution business provides natural gas service to
residential, commercial, and industrial customers located in 35 communities in the southeast portion
of Alabama. The Production business owns certain working and royalty interests in producing natural
gas properties in the Black Warrior Basin area near Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Southeast Gas also offers
natural gas operated merchandise for sale to the public and provides gas transportation services to
qualified industrial customers.
Regulatory Accounting — The accounting records of Southeast Gas are maintained on the
accrual basis in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America (“GAAP”) issued by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (“GASB”) applicable
to governmental entities that use proprietary fund accounting. The accounts are maintained
substantially in accordance with the Uniform System of Accounts prescribed by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (“FERC”). Items such as merchandise and installation revenue, cost of
merchandise and installation, and certain distributions are classified as nonoperating income or
expense in the statements of revenue, expenses, and changes in net position consistent with the
FERC Uniform System of Accounts as these items do not impact the ratemaking process, but for cash
flow purposes, these items are considered operating activities. Southeast Gas also complies with
policies and practices prescribed by its Board of Directors and with practices common in the natural
gas distribution and production industries. As the Board of Directors sets rates on a cost of service
basis, Southeast Gas follows the guidance contained in GASB Statement No. 62, “Codification of
Accounting and Financial Reporting Guidance Contained in Pre-November 1989 FASB and AICPA
Pronouncements”, paragraphs 476 – 500, for regulated operations, which provides for the reporting
of assets and liabilities consistent with the economic effect of the rate structure. Under GASB 62,
regulatory assets are recorded to reflect probable future revenues associated with certain costs
that are expected to be recovered from customers through the ratemaking process, and regulatory
liabilities are recorded to reflect probable future reductions in revenues associated with amounts
that are expected to be credited to customers through the ratemaking process.
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Southeast Gas’s regulatory assets and liabilities as of September 30, 2019 and 2018 consisted of the
following:
2019
2018
Current Noncurrent
Current
Noncurrent		
		
REGULATORY ASSETS										
Unamortized loss on reacquired debt
$
-		$ 1,355,714		 $
-		 $ 1,580,743
Unamortized debt expense
-			
114,764		
-			
124,804
Gas hedges (Note 11)
414,909			 1,053,948
148,913			 1,005,700
September 30,

Total regulatory assets

$

414,909		$ 2,524,426		$

148,913		$ 2,711,247		

REGULATORY LIABILITIES
Annuity payable
$
Unearned income — gas properties (Note 5)		
Unearned gas supply project rebates		
Net pension liability		
Other retirement liability		
Total regulatory liabilities
$

- $
450,000 $
-			 2,514,623			
-			
362,335			
-			 6,650,513 		
130,304			
586,366			
130,304		$ 10,563,837		$

- $
-			
-			
-			
116,225			
116,225		$

450,000			
3,143,279		
1,637,508
5,842,143		
369,562
11,442,492

Related Entities — In 2004, Southeast Gas and Municipal Gas Authority of Georgia (“MGAG”) formed
a limited liability corporation, Municipal Gas Marketing Services, LLC (“MGMS”), with equal
ownership, for the purpose of acquiring, transporting, and marketing the sale of retail gas primarily
from the Black Warrior Basin area. This transaction is further explained in Note 5.
Use of Estimates — The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires
management to make estimates and assumptions that affect (1) the reported amounts of assets and
liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and
(2) the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could
differ from those estimates.
Funding Requirements — The Articles of Incorporation of Southeast Gas (the “Articles”) require,
before distributions can be made to member municipalities, Southeast Gas to maintain (1) a capital
reserve equal to a minimum of 1.25 times the average of the prior five years’ capital expenditures of
Distribution ($5,920,765 as of September 30, 2019) and (2) an operating reserve equal to a minimum
of 50% of the estimated expenses of Distribution for the next 12-month period, excluding purchased
gas cost ($11,871,427 as of September 30, 2019). The Articles provide for the distribution to member
municipalities of an amount not exceeding annual net distributable income, defined as the excess of
net assets plus depreciation and amortization over (i) all required principal and interest payments
on outstanding bonds and required payments into special funds under any mortgage; (ii) all sums
expended during the year for capital additions and improvements or for retirement of debt not
previously funded and paid from internally generated funds; (iii) the required operating reserve; and
(iv) the required capital reserve.
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Any of the amounts discussed in (ii) above can be excluded from the computation of annual net
distributable income by resolution of Southeast Gas’s Board of Directors to the extent Southeast Gas
has current assets sufficient to enable Southeast Gas to exclude such amounts from the computation.
During the years ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, the Board of Directors did not exclude any
amounts from the computation. If the distribution is less than the annual net distributable income,
as defined, the remainder is carried forward to future years to be distributed to member municipalities
at the discretion of the Board of Directors. For the years ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, the
Board of Directors approved a distribution of $3,100,000 and $3,780,908, respectively, leaving net
distributable income of $345,323 for 2019 available for future distributions to member municipalities.
Restricted Assets – It is the policy of Southeast Gas to use restricted assets before unrestricted assets
when both are available to fund specific expenditures.
Gas Utility Plant — Gas utility plant is stated at original cost. Such costs include direct labor and
materials, applicable general and administrative costs, and payroll related costs such as taxes, pension,
and other fringe benefits. Estimated interest cost associated with property under construction, based
upon the interest rate on borrowings for specific projects, is capitalized as an allowance for borrowed
funds used during construction. Southeast Gas had no capitalized interest for the years ended
September 30, 2019 and 2018.
Gas Properties — Southeast Gas uses the successful efforts method of accounting for exploration and
development costs. The costs of drilling exploratory wells are capitalized pending determination as
to whether Southeast Gas has discovered proved commercial reserves. If proved commercial reserves
are not discovered, such drilling costs are expensed. The costs of drilling developmental wells are
capitalized as costs are incurred. Southeast Gas had no capitalized well costs in 2019 or 2018.
Depreciation — Depreciation is provided based on a straight line composite rate, which approximated
2.71% and 2.67% of the cost of the depreciable gas utility plant in service for the years ended
September 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. When property subject to depreciation is retired or
otherwise disposed of in the normal course of business, its original cost, together with its cost of
removal, less salvage, is charged to accumulated depreciation.
Depletion of Gas Properties — The provision for depletion of proved gas properties is calculated
using the units of production method, based on total proved developed reserves. A successful efforts
ceiling impairment loss of $0 and $4,778,491 was recognized in 2019 and 2018, respectively, due to
declines in gas pricing and production. Given the volatility of gas prices, it is reasonably possible that
Southeast Gas’s estimate of future net cash flows from proved gas reserves could change. If prices
decline significantly, it is possible that additional impairments of gas properties could occur.
Maintenance — Southeast Gas charges maintenance and repairs to maintenance expense accounts
or applicable overhead accounts for allocation to expense accounts. Replacements of property are
charged to the gas utility plant accounts.
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Construction Work in Progress — Construction work in progress represents costs related to various
projects in process. This amount primarily relates to station and line replacements, distribution and
service line installations, and purchases of heavy equipment, vehicles, computers and software as well
as the enhancement of buildings and furnishings.
Cash and Cash Equivalents — Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand and in banks,
short term investments with original maturities of three months or less and various money market
mutual funds.
Investments — Investments consist primarily of certificates of deposit. The investments are carried at
amortized cost, which approximates market value at September 30, 2019 and 2018.
Customer Accounts Receivable — Southeast Gas extends credit to residential, commercial and
industrial customers located primarily in southeast Alabama. An allowance for doubtful accounts is
maintained at a level consistent with management’s analysis of past due accounts on a monthly basis.
Current earnings are charged (credited) with an increase (decrease) in the allowance account.
Other Accounts Receivable — Southeast Gas classifies certain amounts that do not represent
customer receivables as other accounts receivable in the accompanying statements of net position.
This amount includes receivables for gas sales to other municipalities for resale, transportation
receivables, and interest receivable.
Receivables — Gas Properties — Revenue collections from gas properties are received
approximately 30 to 60 days after they are billed. Estimated revenues are recorded for those amounts
not yet received.
Materials and Supplies and Gas in Storage — Materials and supplies include merchandise and
appliances and are valued at average cost. Gas in storage includes gas stored underground by
Southeast Gas and is valued on a weighted average cost basis.
Deferred Outflows/Inflows of Resources — In addition to assets, the statement of net position
includes a separate section for deferred outflows of resources. This represents a consumption of net
position that applies to future period(s) and so will not be recognized as an outflow of resources
(expense) until then. In addition to liabilities, the statement of net position includes a separate section
for deferred inflows of resources. This represents an acquisition of net position that applies to future
period(s) and so will not be recognized as an inflow of resources (revenue) until that time. Deferred
outflows and inflows as reported in the statements of net position consist of the fair value of derivative
positions as well as changes in assumptions, differences in actual and expected experience, and the net
difference between projected and actual earnings on pension plan investments.
Environmental Costs — Southeast Gas records liabilities when environmental assessments indicate
that remediation efforts are probable and the costs can be reasonably estimated. A current period
expense is recognized for the liability when the cleanup efforts do not benefit future periods, unless
it results in the creation of a new asset. Estimates of liabilities are based on currently available facts,
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existing technology, and presently enacted laws and regulations taking into consideration the likely
effects of inflation and other societal and economic factors and include estimates of associated
legal costs. These amounts also consider industry norms in remediating contaminated sites, other
companies’ cleanup experience, and data released by the Environmental Protection Agency or other
organizations. These estimates are subject to revision in future periods based on actual costs or new
circumstances and are included in the statements of net position in current and noncurrent liabilities
at their discounted amounts. Recoveries from insurance coverage or government-sponsored programs
are evaluated separately from the liability and, when recovery is assured, are recorded and reported
as an asset separately from the associated liability in the financial statements. No environmental
liabilities have been recorded as of September 30, 2019 and 2018.
Revenue Recognition — Distribution revenues are derived primarily from the sale and transportation
of natural gas. Southeast Gas records these revenues when the gas is delivered to and received by the
customer. Revenues from nonutility services, including gas storage, are recognized upon delivery of
the service to customers.
Gas property revenues are derived principally through physical sales of natural gas. Revenues from
natural gas sales are recorded upon the passage of title, including any royalty interests or other profit
interests in the produced product. Costs associated with the transportation and delivery of production
is included in gas properties operating expenses.
As discussed in Note 1 under “Related Entities”, Southeast Gas has an equal ownership interest in
MGMS for the purpose of acquiring, transporting, and marketing the sale of retail gas primarily from
the Black Warrior Basin area. Volumes produced from the wells and sold to MGMS are recorded as
gas properties revenue, net of hedging transactions, by Southeast Gas. In 2019, MGMS began to sell
this gas to external customers. When Southeast Gas sells those volumes purchased from MGMS to
customers, the proceeds are recorded as distribution revenues. Gross distribution revenues and gas
properties revenues, net of hedging transactions, for the years ended September 30, 2019 and 2018,
are shown below along with the elimination to remove the effect of reporting such transactions twice.

September 30,
2019
2018		
		
Distribution revenues
Gas properties revenues — net of hedging transactions
Corporate eliminations
Operating revenues
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$

71,789,411		 $
5,670,261			
(688,200 )		
76,771,472		 $

68,108,136
6,986,586
(7,774,875 )
67,319,847
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Classification of Revenues — Operating revenues consist primarily of distribution and gas properties
revenues. Nonoperating revenues include the sale and installation of those derived from capital and
related financing, noncapital financing and investing activities such as investment earnings.
Purchased Gas — Southeast Gas has firm transportation contracts with two interstate natural gas
pipelines. One guarantees daily deliveries of approximately 26,000 MMBtu and the other guarantees
daily deliveries of 18,000 MMBtu for the month of October and 22,000 MMBtu for the months of
November through March.
Southeast Gas entered into an agreement with Tennessee Energy Acquisition Corporation for the
supply of 3,500 MMBtu per day also at an index based price. This agreement began August 1, 2006, and
will expire July 31, 2026.
Southeast Gas entered into a 15-year supply agreement with Main Street Natural Gas, Inc., for the
delivery of 5,000 MMBtu per day for the winter months, November through March of each year,
beginning November 2007. The price paid for this gas is variable based on the first of the month index.
This agreement began February 1, 2007, and will expire January 31, 2022.
Southeast Gas entered into a 30-year supply agreement with The Blackbelt Energy Gas District for the
supply of 500 to 700 MMBtu at an index based price. This agreement began July 1, 2016 and will expire
May 31, 2046.
Southeast Gas entered into a 30-year supply agreement with The Blackbelt Energy Gas District for the
supply of 400 to 700 MMBtu at an index based price. This agreement began July 1, 2017 and will expire
June 30, 2047.
Southeast Gas entered into 30-year supply agreement with Tennessee Energy Acquisition Corporation
for the supply of 1,900 to 3,600 MMBtu at an index based price. This agreement began April 1, 2018
and will expire March 31, 2048.
Southeast Gas entered into 30-year supply agreement with Public Energy Authority of Kentucky for the
supply of 1,000 to 1,400 MMBtu at an index based price. This agreement began April 1, 2018 and will
expire February 29, 2048.
Southeast Gas entered into 30-year supply agreement with Southeast Gas Supply for the supply of
1,000 to 5,000 MMBtu at an index based price. This agreement began November 1, 2018 and will expire
April 30, 2049.
Southeast Gas entered into 30-year supply agreement with Southeast Gas Supply for the supply of 500
to 4,500 MMBtu at an index based price. This agreement began January 1, 2019 and will expire March
31, 2048.
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Income Taxes — Southeast Gas is a municipally owned corporation and, therefore, is exempt from
federal and state income taxes. Accordingly, no provision for such taxes is made in the accompanying
financial statements.
Accounting for the Impairment of Long-Lived Assets — Southeast Gas continually evaluates
whether events and circumstances have occurred that indicate the remaining balance of its long lived
assets may be impaired and not be recoverable. In performing this evaluation, Southeast Gas uses an
estimate of the related cash flows expected to result from the use of asset groups and their eventual
disposition. When this evaluation indicates the asset has been impaired, Southeast Gas will measure
such impairment based on the asset’s fair value. Based upon market values at September 30, 2019
and 2018, Southeast Gas recognized an impairment loss of $0 and $4,778,491, respectively on the gas
properties.
Statements of Cash Flows — For purposes of the statements of cash flows, Southeast Gas considers
cash on hand and in banks and short term investments that have an original maturity of three months
or less to be cash and cash equivalents.
Supplemental disclosure of cash flows information for the years ended September 30, 2019 and 2018
is as follows:

2019

September 30,
Noncash transactions — declaration of distributions to
member municipalities

$

3,100,000

2018

$

3,780,908

Accounting for Derivative Investments and Hedging Activities — Southeast Gas follows GASB
Statement No. 53, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Derivative Instruments. This statement
requires all derivatives to be recognized on the statements of net position and measured at fair value.
Derivative commodity contracts are used to convert certain long term gas purchase/sales contracts
from floating prices to fixed prices. The prices embedded in these commodity hedge contracts are
incorporated in Southeast Gas’s rate changes, thereby limiting customers’ exposure to market volatility.
The estimated fair value gains and losses from commodity hedge contracts are recorded as a deferred
outflow or inflow with a corresponding amount recorded as a regulatory asset or regulatory liability.
The actual gains and losses realized at settlement of the hedge contract are used to offset the actual
purchase cost from Southeast Gas’s physical supply contracts.
If a derivative instrument is terminated early because it is probable that a transaction or forecasted
transaction will not occur, any gain or loss as of such date is immediately recognized in earnings. If
such derivative is terminated early for other economic reasons, any gain or loss as of the termination
date is deferred and recorded when the associated or forecasted transaction affects earnings.
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Net realized losses for hedging transactions for the years ended September 30, 2019 and 2018 were
approximately $9,809 and $167,409 respectively. These gains or losses are reflected as either a decrease
or an increase in natural gas purchases or an increase or a reduction of gas properties revenue in the
accompanying statements of revenues, expenses, and changes in net position. Southeast Gas expects
to recognize approximately $414,909 of net losses into earnings in the next 12-month period.
All hedge transactions are subject to Southeast Gas’s risk management policy, approved by the Board
of Directors, which does not permit speculative positions. The maximum term over which Southeast
Gas is hedging exposures to the variability of cash flows on gas purchased for normal distribution sales
is through September 2023.
Fair Value Measurements — Southeast Gas’s financial instruments consist of cash and cash
equivalents, restricted cash, certificates of deposit, natural gas hedging contracts, and debt. Carrying
amounts of cash and cash equivalents, restricted cash, receivables, accounts payable and accrued
liabilities approximate fair value due to their short-term maturities. Natural gas hedging derivative
instruments are recorded at estimated fair value.
Fair value is deemed to be the price that would be received for an asset or the amount paid to transfer
a liability in an arm’s length transaction between willing market participants. Fair value measurements
are classified into three categories based on market data (observable inputs) and underlying
assumptions (unobservable inputs). These categories are as follows:
Level 1 — Quoted market prices (unadjusted) for identical assets or liabilities in active markets;
Level 2 — Inputs other than quoted market prices that are observable for an asset or liability, either
directly or indirectly;
Level 3 — Unobservable inputs.
The fair values of the natural gas hedging derivatives are based on the present value of each contract’s
future cash flows based on the contractual fixed price and market-based, forward price curves for
the underlying delivery points, as of the reporting date, and discounted using the LIBOR yield curve.
Due to the long tenor of the contracts, considerable judgment is necessarily required in interpreting
market data to develop the estimates of fair value. Accordingly, the estimates presented herein are
not necessarily indicative of the amounts that Southeast Gas could realize upon liquidation. The use
of different market assumptions and/or estimation methodologies may have a material effect on the
estimated fair value. Fair values presented herein have not been comprehensively revalued since
September 30, 2019. Accordingly, current estimates of fair value may differ significantly from those
presented in these financial statements.
Asset Retirement Obligations — In June 2001, the FASB issued FASB ASC 410, Asset Retirement
and Environmental Obligations (formerly FASB Statement No. 143, Accounting for Asset Retirement
Obligations), which became effective for Southeast Gas beginning October 1, 2002. This statement
requires that legal obligations arising from retiring assets in the future be recognized in periods
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in which they are incurred. The adoption of this statement on October 1, 2002, had no impact on
Southeast Gas’s financial statements. However, in connection with its purchase of working interests in
gas properties in December 2002, Southeast Gas assumed certain asset retirement obligations (“ARO”)
(see Note 14).
Impact of Recently Issued Accounting Standards — In June of 2017, GASB issued Statement
No. 87, Leases. The objective of this Statement is to better meet the information needs of financial
statement users by improving accounting and financial reporting for leases by governments. This
Statement increases the usefulness of governments’ financial statements by requiring recognition of
certain lease assets and liabilities for leases that previously were classified as operating leases and
recognized as inflows of resources or outflows of resources based on the payment provisions of the
contract. It establishes a single model for lease accounting based on the foundational principle that
leases are financings of the right to use an underlying asset. Under this Statement, a lessee is required
to recognize a lease liability and an intangible right-to-use lease asset, and a lessor is required to
recognize a lease receivable and a deferred inflow of resources, thereby enhancing the relevance and
consistency of information about governments’ leasing activities. The effective date of this statement
are for reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2019. Management is determining the impact
on Southeast Gas’s financial statements.
In June 2018, GASB issued Statement No. 89, Accounting for Interest Cost Incurred before the End of a
Construction Period. The objectives of this Statement are (1) to enhance the relevance and comparability
of information about capital assets and the cost of borrowing for a reporting period and (2) to
simplify accounting for interest cost incurred before the end of a construction period. This Statement
establishes accounting requirements for interest cost incurred before the end of a construction period.
This Statement also reiterates that in financial statements prepared using the current financial
resources measurement focus, interest cost incurred before the end of a construction period should be
recognized as an expenditure on a basis consistent with governmental fund accounting principles. The
requirements of this Statement are effective for reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2019.
Management is determining the impact on Southeast Gas’s financial statements.
In May 2019, GASB issued Statement No. 91, Conduit Debt Obligations – The primary objectives of
this Statement are to provide a single method of reporting conduit debt obligations by issuers and
eliminate diversity in practice associated with (1) commitments extended by issuers, (2) arrangements
associated with conduit debt obligations, and (3) related note disclosures. This Statement achieves
those objectives by clarifying the existing definition of a conduit debt obligation; establishing that
a conduit debt obligation is not a liability of the issuer; establishing standards for accounting and
financial reporting of additional commitments and voluntary commitments extended by issuers and
arrangements associated with conduit debt obligations; and improving required note disclosures. The
requirements of the Statement are effective for the reporting periods beginning after December 15,
2020. Management is determining the impact on Southeast Gas’s financial statements.
Subsequent Events — Southeast Gas has considered all other subsequent events for recognition or
disclosure through January 27, 2020, the date the financial statements were available for issuance.
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On January 1, 2020, Gas Pipeline Safety Section of the Alabama Public Service Commission enacted
Rule 13. The rule has various requirements for specific types of service lines, but generally mandates
that any service line that has been inactive for a period of three years, five in some scenarios, be
physically abandoned or retired from service. The rule also mandates specific record keeping and
record retention requirements that must be complied with. This rule will have substantial effect on
the operations and maintenance of Southeast Gas’s distribution system moving forward. Southeast
Gas is currently developing a plan to convert as many of the inactive service lines as possible to active
customers, as well as handle the significant number of anticipated abandonments of the current
inactive service lines we are unable to convert to active.
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NOTE 2 - GAS UTILITY PLANT IN SERVICE
Southeast Gas’s gas utility plant in service at September 30, 2019 and 2018 consisted of the following:

October 1,
2018

Additions

Reductions

September 30,
2019

2,747,399
CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESS
$ 2,544,918		 $ 4,135,705		 $ 3,933,224		 $
GAS UTILITY PLANT IN SERVICE
Land		 903,472 			
-			
-			 903,472
Transmission plant		 45,330,688			
494,149			
8,569			 45,816,268
Distribution plant		 83,034,920			 2,268,402			
130,403			 85,172,919
Production plant
12,529			
-			
-			
12,529
Buildings		 9,688,793			
96,641			
5,177			 9,780,257
Equipment and other		 13,968,509			
1,074,032			
572,895			 14,469,646
		 152,938,911			 3,933,224			
Accumulated depreciation		 (77,559,783 )		 (4,155,452 )		
Gas utility plant in service — net
$ 77,924,046		 $ 3,913,477		 $

October 1,
2017

Additions

717,044			156,155,091
(860,832 )		 (80,854,403 )
3,789,436		 $ 78,048,087

Reductions

September 30,
2018

CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESS
$ 2,054,791		 $ 4,326,325		 $ 3,836,198		 $ 2,544,918
GAS UTILITY PLANT IN SERVICE
Land		 795,346 			 108,126			
-			 903,472
Transmission plant		 45,170,808			
172,253			
12,373			 45,330,688
Distribution plant		 81,050,221			 2,110,702			
126,003			 83,034,920
Production plant		
12,529			
-			
-			
12,529
Buildings		
9,426,982			
261,811
-			
9,688,793
Equipment and other		 13,430,265
1,183,306 			
645,062 		 13,968,509
		 149,886,151 			
Accumulated depreciation		 (74,457,661 )		
Gas utility plant in service — net

$ 77,483,281		 $
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3,836,198			
(4,011,885 )		
4,150,638		 $

783,438
152,938,911
(909,763 )		 (77,559,783 )
3,709,874		 $ 77,924,046
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NOTE 3 - FINANCING ARRANGEMENTS
Southeast Gas’s bonds payable and line of credit and the related changes in those obligations were as
follows as of and for the years ended September 30, 2019 and 2018:

September 30, 2019

Beginning			
Balance Borrowings Payments

Ending
Balance

Due Within		
One Year

Series 2015A Bonds
$ 8,538,750 $
- $ 1,112,500 $ 7,426,250 $ 1,141,250
Series 2015B Bonds		 5,273,750		
-		
247,500		 5,026,250		
256,250
Series 2015C Bonds		 1,667,500
-		
432,500		 1,235,000		
442,500
Series 2017 Bonds		 11,747,500		
-		 1,537,500		 10,210,000		 1,568,750
		
$ 27,227,500 $
- $ 3,330,000 $ 23,897,500 $ 3,408,750
Line of Credit
(Expires August 2024)

$

- $

2,500,000 $

- $

2,500,000 $

-

September 30, 2018

Beginning			
Ending
Due Within		
Balance Borrowings Payments
Balance
One Year
		
Series 2015A Bonds
$ 9,625,000 $
- $ 1,086,250 $ 8,538,750 $ 1,112,500
Series 2015B Bonds		 5,515,000		
-		 241,250		 5,273,750		 247,500
Series 2015C Bonds		 2,090,000		
-		 422,500		 1,667,500		 432,500
Series 2017 Bonds		13,251,250		
-		 1,503,750		 11,747,500		 1,537,500
		
$ 30,481,250 $
- $ 3,253,750 $ 27,227,500 $ 3,330,000

Series 2015A Bonds — In July 2015, Southeast Gas issued $10,205,000 of Series 2015A General System
Revenue Bonds (“Series 2015A Bonds”), the purpose of which was to reacquire and defease $9,620,000
of the Series 2006A Bonds and to finance the costs of acquiring, constructing, and installing capital
improvements to the system. These bonds have a long term balance of $6,285,000 at September 30,
2019. The 2015A Bonds bear interest at a rate of 2.38% and mature at various dates ranging from 2020
through 2026.
Series 2015B Bonds — In July 2015, Southeast Gas issued $6,030,000 of Series 2015B General System
Revenue Bonds (“Series 2015B Bonds”), to finance the costs of acquiring, constructing, and installing
capital improvements to the system. These bonds have a long term balance of $4,770,000 at September
30, 2019. The 2015B Bonds bear interest at a rate of 2.96% and mature at various dates ranging from
2020 through 2035.
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Series 2015C Bonds — In July 2015, Southeast Gas issued $3,015,000 of Series 2015C General System
Revenue Bonds (“Series 2015C Bonds”), to finance the costs of acquiring, constructing, and installing
certain capital improvements to the system. These bonds have a long term balance of $792,500 at
September 30, 2019. The 2015C Bonds bear interest at a rate of 1.99% and mature at various dates
ranging from 2020 through 2022.
Series 2017 Bonds — In January 2017, Southeast Gas issued $14,565,000 of Series 2017 General
System Refunding and Improvement Revenue Bonds (“Series 2017 Bonds”), to refund the Series 2006A
Bonds. These bonds have a long term balance of $8,641,250 at September 30, 2019. The 2017 Bonds
bear interest at a rate of 2.3% and mature at various dates ranging from 2020 through 2026.
Bond Reacquisitions and Refunding — In January 2007, Southeast Gas issued $43,255,000 of Series
2006A General System Revenue Bonds (“Series 2006A Bonds”), the purpose of which was to reacquire
and defease the $26,690,000 of Series 2000A General System Revenue Bonds (“Series 2000A Bonds”)
outstanding and to refinance the costs of acquiring, constructing, and installing capital improvements
to the system. The reacquisition of the Series 2000A Bonds resulted in a loss of $2,665,187, which is
being amortized to interest expense over the original life of the Series 2000A Bond issuance. As of
September 30, 2019, the unamortized loss on reacquired debt totaled $823,785.
In July 2015, $9,620,000 of the Series 2006A bonds was refunded by the Series 2015A General System
Revenue Bonds leaving the Series 2006A Bonds with a long term balance of $13,515,000 at September
30, 2016. In January 2017, the remaining 2006A bonds were refunded by the issuance of the 2017
Series Bonds. The initial reacquisition of a portion of the Series 2006A Bonds resulted in a loss of
$752,388, which is being amortized to interest expense over the original life of the Series 2006A Bond
issuance. As of September 30, 2019, the unamortized loss on reacquired debt totaled $459,473.
The refunding of the remaining Series 2006A Bonds resulted in a loss of $101,973, which is being
amortized to interest expense over the original life of the Series 2006A Bond issuance. As of September
30, 2019, the unamortized loss on refunded debt totaled $72,456.
Line of Credit — Southeast Gas has an unsecured line of credit agreement for an amount up to
$10,000,000. This agreement was renewed August 2019 and expires August 2024. Interest payments
are due monthly based on the outstanding principal amount at a variable rate based upon the 30-day
London InterBank Offered Rate (LIBOR). The rate in effect at September 30, 2019 was 3.307%. There
was $2,500,000 and $0 outstanding at September 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. The purpose of the
line of credit is to provide funds for general corporate purposes.
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Debt Service – The debt service requirements for bonds payable outstanding at September 30, 2019
are as follows:
Fiscal Year Ending

September 30,

Series 2017 Bonds

Principal

Series 2015 A, B and C Bonds

Interest

2020
$ 1,568,750 $
2021		 1,603,750		
2022		 1,640,000		
2023		 1,680,000		
2024		 1,718,750		
2025–2029		 1,998,750		
2030–2034		
-		
2035		
-		
				
Totals
$ 10,210,000 $
				

Principal

221,966 $
184,398		
146,621		
107,949		
68,538		
33,445		
-		
-		
762,917

Interest

1,840,000 $
1,880,000		
1,805,000		
1,500,000		
1,540,000		
3,017,500		
1,812,500		
292,500		

$ 13,687,500

335,678
290,159
244,770
204,588
166,750
463,399
185,323
3,748		

$ 1,894,415		

As provided for by the master trust indenture and subsequent supplemental indentures, Southeast Gas
has established the following funds:

As of September 30, 2019

Series 2017
Bonds

Series 2015
Bonds

Bond sinking funds
$
130,082 $
152,597 		
Debt service interest fund		
19,582 		
29,194
			
$
149,664 $
181,791

As of September 30, 2018

Series 2017
Bonds

Series 2015
Bonds

Bond sinking funds
$
127,576 $
148,422
Debt service interest fund		
22,530		
32,729
			
$
150,106 $
181,151
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NOTE 4 - FACILITIES AGREEMENT FOR GANTT PIPELINE
In 2000, Southeast Gas and PowerSouth entered into a facilities agreement relating to the Gantt Pipeline.
The terms of the facilities agreement include sharing the total costs of construction, the total available
capacity (approximately 254,000 MMBtu per day), and the total costs of operation by allocating 83% of such
costs to PowerSouth and 17% of such costs to Southeast Gas, subject to certain adjustments contained in
the facilities agreement. A portion of the capacity (83%) will be provided by Southeast Gas to PowerSouth
in order to provide transportation of gas supplies to PowerSouth for electric generation at PowerSouth’s
combined cycle facility located in Gantt, Alabama. The remainder of such capacity (17%) will be retained
by Southeast Gas to service its general system transportation needs.
Based upon the terms of the facilities agreement, Southeast Gas is essentially serving as a flow through
entity for PowerSouth’s portion (83%) of the Gantt Pipeline. Southeast Gas operates the Gantt Pipeline.
Upon completion of the Gantt Pipeline, Southeast Gas accounted for the facilities agreement as a direct
financing lease and transferred plant in service costs to a lease receivable due from PowerSouth for its 83%
portion of the Gantt Pipeline. Construction of the Gantt Pipeline was completed in 2001, and the total cost
was transferred to receivables associated with Lateral Project Bonds in the accompanying statements of
net position; the lease receivable was paid in full in April 2010.

NOTE 5 - ACQUISITION OF GAS PROPERTIES
On December 19, 2002, and effective January 1, 2003, MGAG purchased working and royalty interests
in producing gas properties located in the coalbed methane fields in the Black Warrior Basin area near
Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Operation of the wells included in the acquisition was subject to numerous existing
agreements that remain in effect for the life of the field. As part of the acquisition, Southeast Gas and
MGAG formed MGMS and entered into a production sharing agreement, whereby MGAG agreed to sell 50%
of all gas produced for the life of the properties in return for Southeast Gas’s agreement to pay 50% of all
costs related to the gas properties. In May 2003, Southeast Gas exercised an option to purchase 50% of the
gas wells from MGAG and financed the purchase through the issuance of the Series 2003A Taxable Bonds.
In connection with its purchase of gas production interests, Southeast Gas assumed responsibility for a
portion of the obligations that will be incurred to cap and abandon the gas wells upon their retirement. The
estimated present value of these obligations has been recorded as an ARO; with a corresponding charge to
a deferred outflow in the accompanying statements of net position (see Note 14 for further information).
Southeast Gas uses the proportional consolidation method to record all MGMS transactions.
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The results of operations for the gas properties for the years ended September 30, 2019 and 2018 are
summarized below:
September 30,
Revenues

$

2019

2018

5,670,261		 $

6,986,586

Operating expenses		
4,811,057			
6,072,845
Depletion		
1,211,049			
2,262,473
Impairment loss		
-			
4,778,491
Total expenses		
Recognition of unearned revenue from gas properties		
Net revenues
$

6,022,106			

13,113,809

628,656 		
628,656
276,811
$
(5,498,567 )

NOTE 6 - DEFINED BENEFIT PENSION PLAN
Defined Benefit Pension Plan — In 2014, Southeast Gas implemented GASB Statement No. 68,
Accounting and Financial Reporting for Pensions. Southeast Gas’s statements of net position are presented in
accordance with that standard. At September 30, 2019 and 2018, Southeast Gas had recorded a net pension
liability of $6,650,513 and $5,842,143, respectively. These amounts are included in the noncurrent portion of
the regulatory liability reported in the statement of net position. Pension expense amounted to
approximately $1.5 million in 2019 and $1.2 million in 2018.
Defined Benefit Plan Description — Southeast Gas has a single employer defined benefit pension plan
(the “Southeast Alabama Gas District Pension Plan” or the “Plan”). The Plan is governed by Southeast Gas,
which may amend Plan provisions and which is responsible for the management of Plan assets. Southeast
Gas retained a third-party administrator to administer the Plan assets.
Benefits Provided — The Plan provides retirement and death benefits covering substantially all common
law employees hired prior to January 1, 2011 who are age 21 or older and have completed one year of service.
Retirement benefits under the Plan are based on the average of the participant’s highest five consecutive
years of compensation out of the last 10 years of employment. Covered employees may retire at age 63 with
full benefits. Early retirement is available at age 55 with reduced benefits. A death benefit equal to 50% of
the participant’s vested accrued benefit determined under the 50% joint and survivor option is payable to a
surviving spouse. Employees who complete five years of vesting service and terminate employment before
becoming eligible for retirement benefits are eligible for a termination benefit equal to his accrued benefit
as of the date of termination. This termination benefit is payable beginning on the participant’s normal
retirement date.
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Employees Covered by Benefit Terms — At September 30, 2019, the following employees were covered
by the benefit terms:
Inactive employees currently receiving benefits
Inactive employees entitled to but not yet receiving benefits
Active employees

117
54
110

Funding Policy — Southeast Gas’s funding policy is consistent with the requirements of the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, and Southeast Gas provides all contributions to the Plan based on
an actuarially determined rate recommended by an independent actuary. Required and actual contribution
information was as follows:
2019

Years ended September 30,
Actuarially determined required contribution
Actual contributions paid to the Plan

$
$

1,448,223
1,842,763

2018
$
$

1,495,202
1,559,261

Net Pension Liability — The Plan’s net pension liability was measured as of September 30, 2019, and
the total pension liability used to calculate the net pension liability was determined by updating to the
measurement date amounts determined from an actuarial valuation as of October 1, 2018. The update was
made using generally accepted actuarial principles and practices. No significant changes in the plan or
those covered by the plan occurred between the actuarial valuation and measurement dates.
Actuarial Assumptions — The total pension liability in the October 1, 2018 actuarial valuation was
determined using the following actuarial assumptions, applied to all periods included in the measurement:
Actuarial cost method
Amortization method
Inflation
Asset valuation method
Projected salary increases
Investment rate of return
Retirement age
Mortality
Marital assumptions

Entry Age
Level dollar payments
2.50%
Market value as of September 30, 2019
4.50%
7.25%
Age 63 or age at valuation date if later
The RP-2014 Mortality Table, projected by the MP-2018 Mortality
Improvement Scale
75% of the participants are assumed to be married.

Actuarial assumptions are selected in conformance with Actuarial Standards of Practice No. 27 Selection
of Economic Assumptions for Measuring Pension Obligations and No. 35 Selection of Demographic and Other
Noneconomic Assumptions for Measuring Pension Obligations. The mortality improvement scale was updated
from the MP-2017 Scale to the MP-2018 Scale during 2019.
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The long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was determined following discussions
between the employer and the Plan’s investment counsel regarding the fund’s investment portfolio and
expected future returns thereon.
The allocation of the Plan’s portfolio by class of investment was as follows:
Asset Class

Allocation
Percentage

Equity investments
Fixed income investments
Cash and cash equivalents
Real estate
Other

51.00 %
15.00 %
18.00 %
8.00 %
8.00 %

Discount Rate — The discount rate used to measure the total pension liability was 7.25%. The projection
of cash flows used to determine the discount rate assumed that employer contributions will be made equal
to the actuarially determined contribution rate. Based on this assumption, the pension plan’s fiduciary net
position was projected to be available to make all projected future benefit payments of current active and
inactive employees. Therefore, the long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was
applied to all periods of projected benefit payments to determine the total pension liability.
Changes in Net Pension Liability — The changes in the net pension liability are summarized as follows:

September 30, 2019

Total Pension Plan Fiduciary
Liability
Net Position

Net Pension
Liability

Balances at September 30, 2018
$
Service cost		
Interest		
Differences between expected and actual
experience		
Changes of assumptions		
Differences between projected and actual
investment earnings		
Contributions - employer		
Projected investment income		
Benefit payments		
Administrative expenses		

39,419,838		 $
547,546			
2,868,026			

-			
-			
-			
(1,998,979 )		
-			

(1,198,268 )		
1,842,763			
2,414,418			
(1,998,979 )		
-			

1,198,268
(1,842,763 )
(2,414,418 )
-

Balances at September 30, 2019

41,288,142		 $

34,637,629		 $

6,650,513

$

571,729			
(120,018 )		
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33,577,695		 $
-			
-			
-			
-			

5,842,143
547,546
2,868,026
571,729
(120,018 )
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September 30, 2018

Total Pension
Liability

Plan Fiduciary
Net Position

Balances at September 30, 2017
$
Service cost		
Interest		
Differences between expected and actual
experience		
Changes of assumptions		
Differences between projected and actual
investment earnings		
Contributions - employer		
Projected investment income		
Benefit payments		

37,847,316		 $
568,707			
2,743,459			

Balances at September 30, 2018

$

Net Pension
Liability

31,355,148		 $
-			
- 		

6,492,168
568,707
2,743,459

256,990			
(224,513 )		

- 		
-			

256,990
(224,513 )

-			
-			
-			
(1,772,121 )		

172,197			
1,559,261			
2,263,210			
(1,772,121 )		

(172,197 )
(1,559,261 )
(2,263,210 )
-

39,419,838		 $

33,577,695		 $

5,842,143

The following table presents Southeast Gas’s net pension liability calculated using the discount rate of
7.25%, as well as what the net pension liability would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that
is one percentage point higher (8.25%) or one percentage point lower (6.25%) than the current rate as of
September 30, 2019:

Total pension liability
Plan fiduciary net position
Net pension liability

1% Decrease
(6.25%)

Current Rate
(7.25%)

1% Increase 		
(8.25%)

$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$

46,071,591
34,637,629
11,433,962

41,288,142
34,637,629
6,650,513

37,186,278
34,637,629
2,548,649

Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred Inflows of Resources Related to Pensions — Southeast
Gas reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to pensions of the
following sources:
September 30, 2019

Deferred Outflows
of Resources

Deferred Inflows
of Resources

		
Differences between expected and actual experience

$

$

674,564

Changes in assumptions and other inputs		

1,097,842		

571,898

Projected vs. actual investment earnings		

959,417		

616,994

$
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2,953,331

$

1,863,456
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Deferred Outflows
of Resources

September 30, 2018
Differences between expected and actual experience $
Changes in assumptions and other inputs		
Projected vs. actual investment earnings		

Deferred Inflows
of Resources

567,543 $
1,292,709		
395,926		

$

2,256,178

$

793,872
564,934
977,576
2,336,382

Amounts reported as deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources as of September
30, 2019 will be recognized in pension expense as follows:
Deferred
Outflows

Balances at September 30,
2020
$
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025 and after		
Total
$

678,523 $
677,720			
596,977			
514,600			
274,948		
210,563		
2,953,331 $

Deferred
Inflows
(592,943 ) $
(454,332 )		
(249,853 )		
(198,122 )		
(198,120 )		
(170,086 )		
(1,863,456 ) $

Net
85,580
223,388
347,124
316,478
76,828
40,477
1,089,875

The actuarial valuation was prepared as of the current valuation date. Deferred outflow and inflows related
to differences between expected and actual experience and changes in assumptions will be recognized
in pension expense, beginning in the current reporting period, over a closed period equal to the average
of the expected remaining service lives of all employees that are provided with pensions through the
pension plan (active and inactive employees), determined as of the beginning of the measurement period.
Differences between projected and actual earnings on plan investments is amortized into pension expense
over a closed five-year period.

NOTE 7 - DEFINED CONTRIBUTION RETIREMENT PLAN
The Southeast Alabama Gas District Defined Contribution Retirement Program (the “Program”) is sponsored
by Southeast Gas. The Program is a Section 401(a) Defined Contribution Plan, which provides for employer
contributions. All full-time employees hired after January 1, 2011, who are 18 years of age and older, are in
the Program. All full-time employees hired after January 1, 2011, Southeast Gas matches the participants’
contributions up to 5% of the participants’ base compensation. Southeast Gas’s matching contributions
for the participants are fully vested upon entering the plan. Southeast Gas also gives a basic contribution
of 5% of the participant’s base compensation to the plan, annually, after completing one year of service.
The annual contribution is made at the end of the plan year. Participants fully vest in the employer basic
contributions after five years of service. Although it has not expressed any intent to do so, Southeast Gas
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may amend the plan at the Board’s discretion. The plan is administered by a third party administrator.
As of September 30, 2019 and 2018, Southeast Gas had recorded a liability of $272,749 and $232,184,
respectively, which comprised the contributions for those plan years.
NOTE 8 – DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN
Southeast Gas has a deferred compensation which qualifies as a defined contribution plan pursuant to
Section 457 of the Internal Revenue Code, which allows plan participants to defer and contribute to the
plan, through Southeast Gas, a specified portion of the participants’ compensation subject to IRS limits.
Employees hired prior to January 1, 2011 are eligible to participate in this plan. Southeast Gas matches
the participants’ contributions up to 2% of the participants’ base compensation. Participants are fully
vested upon entering the plan. The plan is administered by a third party administrator. Although it has not
expressed any intent to do so, Southeast Gas may amend the plan at Board’s discretion. Southeast Gas has
no discretionary authority or control over any assets of the plan, which are the property of the participants.
Southeast Gas’s contributions to this plan totaled $114,859 in 2019 and $109,886 in 2018.

NOTE 9 – POSTRETIREMENT BENEFITS OTHER THAN PENSIONS
The Southeast Alabama Gas District Premium Supplement Plan is a single employer defined benefit
postretirement plan that provides eligible retirees a premium supplement to assist with the cost of retiree
health insurance until the retiree reaches age 65 or seven years from the date of retirement, whichever
occurs first. Southeast Gas pays a supplement of $75 per month for single coverage and $200 per month
for family coverage for each eligible participating retiree. The retiree is responsible for the cost of health
insurance premiums in excess of the supplement. The Plan is funded on a pay-as-you-go basis. The Plan is
governed by Southeast Gas, which may amend Plan provisions and which is responsible for the management
of the Plan.
As of September 30, 2019, there were the following plan participants:
Retirees
Spouses
Active plan members

5
2
178

The components of Southeast Gas’s net OPEB liability at September 30, 2019 and 2018, is as follows:

2019

September 30,
Net OPEB Liability

$

267,690

The Plan’s fiduciary net position as a percentage of its total OPEB liability is 0%.
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354,271
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The total OPEB liability was determined as of September 30, 2019, using the following actuarial methods
and assumptions:
Actual cost method
Discount rate
Inflation rate
Long-term expected rate of return
Mortality table
Medical Trend

Entry Age, cost increasing at inflation
2.66%
2.50%
N/A
RPH-2014 Mortality Table, projected by the MP-2018
Mortality Improvement Scale
N/A

The discount rate used to measure the OPEB liability was the discount rate shown above, which is the 2019
20-year tax-free municipal bond (Bond Buyer 20-Bond General Obligation Index) yield of 2.66% The Plan
is not funded.
The following represents the net OPEB liability calculated using the stated discount rate, as well as what
the net OPEB liability would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is 1-percentage point lower
and 1-percentage point higher than the current rate.
For discount rate sensitivity purposes:

Total OPEB liability

1% Decrease
(1.66%)

Current Rate
(2.66%)

$

$

281,934

267,690

1% Increase
(3.66%)

$

254,028

Changes in Net OPEB Liability — The changes in the net OPEB liability for September 30, 2019 and 2018
are summarized as follows:

Total OPEB
Liability

September 30, 2019

Balances at September 30, 2018
$
Service cost		
Interest		
Changes of assumptions		
Benefit payments		
Balances at September 30, 2019

$

Plan Fiduciary
Net Position

354,271		 $
15,636		
15,496			
(108,863 )		
(8,850 )		
267,690		
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Net OPEB
Liability

-		 $
-			
-			
-			
-			

354,271
15,636
15,496
(108,863 )
(8,850 )

-		 $

267,690
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Total OPEB
Liability

September 30, 2018

Plan Fiduciary
Net Position

Net OPEB
Liability

Balances at September 30, 2017
$
Service cost		
Interest		
Changes of assumptions		
Benefit payments		

347,927		 $
17,463		
13,152			
(18,121 )		
(6,150 )		

-		 $
-			
-			
-			
-			

347,927
17,463
13,152
(18,121 )
(6,150 )

Balances at September 30, 2018

354,271		 $

-		

354,271

$

$

Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred Inflows of Resources Related to Pensions — Southeast
Gas reported deferred inflows of resources related to the OPEB of the following sources:

Deferred
Inflows of
Resources

September 30, 2019
Changes in assumptions and other inputs

$

115,929

Amounts reported as deferred inflows of resources as of September 30, 2019 will be recognized in OPEB
expense as follows:

Deferred
Inflows

Balances at September 30,
2020
$
2021		
2022		
2023		
2024		
2025 and after		
Total

$
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NOTE 10 - DEPOSITS, INVESTMENTS, AND CONCENTRATION OF CREDIT RISK

At September 30, 2019, Southeast Gas’s deposit and investment balances (as defined by GASB Statement No.
40, Deposit and Investment Risk Disclosures — an amendment of GASB Statement No. 3) were as follows:

Investment Type

Fair Value

Percent		
to Total
Maturities
Rating

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash
$ 12,602,943
61 %
Money market funds		
16,733
0 %
Total cash and cash equivalents		 12,619,676
61 %
INVESTMENTS					
Certificates of deposit		
7,517,164
36 %
Capital project funds		
189,626
1 %
Bond debt service funds		
331,455
2 %
TOTAL CASH AND INVESTMENTS

$

20,657,921

Current
Current

N/A
N/A

Oct 2019 - Sept 2022
Current
Current

N/A
N/A
N/A

100 %

Interest Rate Risk — Southeast Gas’s investment philosophy is to stagger certificate of deposit maturities
monthly over a one to three-year period. Southeast Gas has no term policy on purchased governmental
securities.
Credit Risk — Southeast Gas’s policy regarding credit risk on investments is governed by indenture
requirements, which require investments in agencies of the federal government and state and local
governments with a rating from one of the rating agencies in one of the two highest rating categories.
Southeast Gas is also allowed to acquire certificates of deposits in amounts which are not to exceed
Federal Depository Insurance Coverage (“FDIC”). Certificates of deposit which exceed FDIC limits must
be collateralized by the local banking institutions.
Concentration of Credit Risk — Southeast Gas places no limit on the amount that may be invested in
any one issuer. Southeast Gas requires residential and commercial customers to maintain a deposit based
on the type of service provided and the customer’s credit history. These customer deposits are held by
Southeast Gas in either certificates of deposit with varying maturity dates or money market accounts.
Industrial customers typically maintain surety bonds or letters of credit and also have specified minimum
monthly bill requirements based on the individual contracts.
Southeast Gas has two primary sources of revenue, distribution revenues and gas property revenues.
Southeast Gas had two customers that accounted for 14% and 15% of Southeast Gas’s total distribution
revenues during the years ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. In addition, distribution
revenues include transportation revenues to a transportation customer that accounted for 36% and 36%
of total throughput for the years ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. The transportation
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revenues totaled $1,097,785 for the year ended September 30, 2019, and $1,031,465 for the year ended
September 30, 2018. In management’s opinion, Southeast Gas has in place adequate cash deposits and
prepayments from customers, as well as reserves related to customer accounts receivable to mitigate
the risk of material loss.

NOTE 11 - DERIVATIVES AND HEDGING ACTIVITIES
Southeast Gas employs hedging techniques utilizing exchange traded derivative instruments, primarily
NYMEX natural gas futures contracts, to manage the gas commodity price exposure inherent in the
purchase, storage and sale of natural gas in its everyday service to customers. Long positions in these
futures contracts effectively fix a purchase price for natural gas, whereas short positions effectively fix
a selling price. Southeast Gas also utilizes options, swaps and forward contracts on occasion as part
of its overall hedging strategy. Southeast Gas entered into futures contracts for approximately 68%
of expected volumes to be produced through 2020 from the gas properties resulting in a minimum
price to be received from sales of natural gas related to these properties of $2.668 per MMBtu. These
agreements cover a total volume, declining annually through 2021, of 1,070,000 MMBtu and 260,000
MMBtu for 2021. Southeast Gas intends to hold these agreements to maturity. Southeast Gas is exposed
to market gas price risk in the event of nonperformance by the counterparty; however, Southeast Gas
does not anticipate nonperformance. In the normal course of acquiring gas for distribution customers,
Southeast Gas also entered into futures contracts. In connection with entering into such agreements,
Southeast Gas has obtained a $1.75 million letter of credit from its largest customer. The combined
fair market value of these positions was a loss of $1,439,270 and $1,108,865 at September 30, 2019 and
2018, respectively. These amounts have been recorded as a deferred outflow or inflow under fair value of
derivatives and as a regulatory liability or asset in the accompanying statements of net position.
Under GASB Statement No. 53, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Derivative Instruments, Southeast
Gas must adhere to guidelines addressing the recognition, measurement, and disclosure of information
regarding derivative instruments. The Statement defines derivative instruments and items that
may be hedged, provides criteria for “hedging derivative instruments” and “investment derivative
instruments”, prescribes methods for determining “effectiveness” as a hedging derivative instrument,
and outlines accounting and financial statement reporting and disclosure requirements.
By applying the consistent critical terms methodology, Southeast Gas has determined that each of
its hedge positions is “effective”, and is thus a hedging derivative instrument under GASB 53. As
such, the fair market value of derivative positions is recorded as a deferred inflow or deferred outflow
on the balance sheet, depending on whether the value is positive or negative from Southeast Gas’s
perspective. Southeast Gas will continue to assess the effectiveness of each hedge, on an annual basis,
applying one of the methodologies prescribed under GASB 53.
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Terms and Objectives of Hedging Derivatives Instruments

Instrument
Type

Objective

Total
Notional
Volume
(Mmbtu)

Effective
Dates

Fair
Value

Increase
(Decrease)
in Fair
Value

Expiration
Dates

Terms

Nov 2019 Sept 2023

Southeast
Gas pays
fixed price for
natural gas
delivery

Nov 2019 Mar 2021

Southeast
Gas receives
a fixed price
for the sale of
natural gas

$

Nov 2018 Sept 2023

Southeast
Gas pays
fixed price for
natural gas
delivery

$ (1,110,465 ) $

(695,177 )

January
and August
2018

Southeast
Gas receives
a fixed price
for the sale of
natural gas

$

(314,500 )

September 30, 2019

NG futures NYMEX Henry Hub
- long position

Cashflow
hedge for
the purchase
price of
natural gas

NG futures NYMEX Henry Hub
- short position

Cashflow
hedge for the
selling price
of natural gas

4,330,000

1,330,000

March 2014 Sept 2018

Sept 2019

$ (1,623,330 ) $

184,060		
$

(512,865 )

182,460

September 30, 2018

NG futures NYMEX Henry Hub
- long position

Cashflow
hedge for
the purchase
price of
natural gas

NG futures NYMEX Henry Hub
- short position

Cashflow
hedge for the
selling price
of natural gas

5,457,500

1,320,000

March 2014 Sept 2018

Nov 2018 Sept 2019

1,600		 $

Credit Risk — Southeast Gas does not bear counterparty risk on its hedging derivative instruments.
Essentially all of its hedging derivative instruments consist of futures contracts traded on the NYMEX.
With a futures contract, the exchange clearing house acts as the counterparty to both parties in the
contract, mitigating the risk of counterparty non-performance. In addition, all futures positions are
marked to market daily with margins required to be posted and maintained by all participants at all times
further mitigating the risk of non-performance of a counterparty.
Basis Risk — Southeast Gas bears basis risk due to locational differences associated with the spot price of
natural gas at various delivery points and the spot price of natural gas at the Henry Hub. These differences
arise as a result of regional factors such as location, pipeline transmission costs, and supply and demand.
Southeast Gas monitors this price differential on an ongoing basis as part of its hedging strategy and
determined that the impact has not been material to its operations.
Interest Rate Risk — Southeast Gas does not bear interest rate risk on any of its derivative
commodity contracts.
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Termination Risk — Southeast Gas does not bear termination risk on any of its futures contracts as both
parties to the contract are obligated to perform according to the terms of the contract with no provision
for termination.
Rollover Risk — Southeast Gas is not exposed to rollover risk due to the fact that the maturities of the
hedging derivative instruments and the underlying hedged item are matched.
Foreign Currency Risk — All hedging derivative instruments and underlying hedged items are
denominated in US Dollars, thus Southeast Gas is not exposed to foreign currency risk.

NOTE 12 – RISK MANAGEMENT
Southeast Gas is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts; theft of, damage to, and destruction of
assets; errors and omissions, injuries to employees and others; and natural disasters. Southeast Gas carries
commercial insurance, subject to certain limits and deductibles, to reduce the financial impact of claims
arising from such matters.

NOTE 13 - COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
Litigation — Southeast Gas is subject to certain claims and legal actions arising in the ordinary course of
business. In the opinion of management, after consultation with legal counsel, the ultimate disposition
of these matters is not expected to have a material adverse effect on the financial position or results of
operations of Southeast Gas.
There are two matters of pending litigation: (1) a 2017 suit arising from an explosion in Headland,
Alabama and (2) a 2018 suit arising from a scalding death at a home in which Southeast Gas had
installed a water heater. Both lawsuits are ongoing, and outcomes cannot be predicted at this time.
However, management feels that liabilities resulting from unfavorable verdicts, if any, would not exceed
commercial insurance coverage.
Capital Budget — Southeast Gas’s capital expenditures are currently estimated to total $3.56 million in
2020, $2.5 million in 2021, and $2.5 million in 2022. The capital budget is subject to periodic review and
revision, and actual capital costs incurred may vary from estimates because of changes in such factors as
business conditions; environmental regulations; load projections; the cost and efficiency of construction
labor, equipment, and materials; and the cost of capital.
Gas Supply Agreements — On November 16, 2004, Southeast Gas was among the original seven public
gas and electric utilities that signed an agreement to form a gas supply agency called Public Gas Partners,
Inc. (PGP). PGP was created to secure economical, long term wholesale natural gas supplies for its member
agencies to stabilize and reduce the cost of natural gas for the mutual benefit of all their customers.
The partnership was motivated by the common need for a long term, secure stream of economical natural
gas supplies.
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As a PGP member, Southeast Gas has entered into three Natural Gas Production Sharing Agreements (PSA)
with PGP. Each PSA obligates Southeast Gas to pay its share of all costs incurred by the related PGP pool.
The PSAs include a step up provision that could obligate Southeast Gas to increase its participation up to
125% of its original participation in the event of default of another member.
The members of Pool 1 are Southeast Gas, MGAG, Florida Municipal Power Agency, Patriots Energy Group,
and Tennessee Energy Acquisition Corporation. The acquisition period for Pool 1 closed effective November
2007. Under the Pool 1 PSA, Southeast Gas has an 18% participation share. As of June 2019, total Pool 1
interests owned were estimated at approximately 27 Bcfe of natural gas. As of June 2019, production from
such interests was approximately 10,800 Mcfe per day. Southeast Gas’s share of that production is 1,900
Mcfe per day. The acquisitions were financed through PGP. Southeast Gas’s share of the outstanding debt is
approximately $21 million. Based on index gas prices as of September 30, 2019, minimum annual payments
to PGP for these committed volumes are estimated to be $1.5 million. The gas purchased under these
arrangements is used in serving Southeast Gas’s customers, and is included in “Natural Gas Purchases”
in the accompanying statements of revenues, expenses, and changes in net position. Approximately 49%
of Southeast Gas’s committed volumes were committed on behalf of PowerSouth, Marshall County Gas
District, Northwest Alabama Gas District, Scottsboro Water, Sewer and Gas Board, and Cullman Jefferson
Counties Gas District. These companies have signed natural gas production agreements with Southeast
Gas with the same terms and conditions as the agreement between Southeast Gas and PGP.
Pool 2 is composed of five members, Southeast Gas, MGAG, Florida Municipal Power Agency, Patriots
Energy Group, and Tennessee Energy Acquisition Corporation. The acquisition period for Pool 2 expired
in June 2008. As of June 2019, total Pool 2 interests owned were estimated at approximately 12 Bcfe
of natural gas. As of June 2019, production from such interests was approximately 2,800 Mcfe per day.
Southeast Gas’s share of that production is 131 Mcfe per day. The debt associated with these properties
is approximately $43.8 million with Southeast Gas’s share being approximately $2.2 million, financed by
PGP. Southeast Gas’s share of the debt balance of Pool 2 is 5%, with a maximum participation share of
6.3%. Based on index gas prices as of September 30, 2019, minimum annual payments to PGP for these
committed volumes are estimated to be $105,000. The gas purchased under these arrangements is used
in serving Southeast Gas’s customers, and is included in “Natural Gas Purchases” in the accompanying
statements of revenues, expenses, and changes in net position.
Pool 3 is composed of four members, Southeast Gas, MGAG, Patriots Energy Group, and National Public Gas
Agency. As of June 2019, total Pool 3 interests owned were estimated at approximately 115 Bcfe of natural
gas. As of June 2019, production from such interests was approximately 24,000 Mcfe per day. Southeast
Gas’s share of that production is approximately 2,400 Mcfe per day. The outstanding debt associated with
these properties is $84.8 million with Southeast Gas’s share being approximately $8.4 million, financed by
PGP. Southeast Gas’s share of the costs associated with Pool 3 is 10% with a maximum participation share
of 13%. Based on index gas prices as of September 30, 2019, minimum annual payments to PGP for these
committed volumes are estimated to be $1.9 million. The gas purchased under these arrangements is used
in serving Southeast Gas’s customers, and is included in “Natural Gas Purchases” in the accompanying
statements of revenues, expenses, and changes in net position. Approximately 17% of Southeast Gas’s
committed volumes were committed on behalf of Marshall County Gas District, and Northwest Alabama
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Gas District. These companies have signed natural gas production agreements with Southeast Gas with the
same terms and conditions as the agreement between Southeast Gas and PGP.
Total expenses related to these gas supply arrangements with PGP were $4.9 million and $5.1 million for
the years ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively, and are included in “Natural Gas Purchases” in
the accompanying statements of revenues, expenses, and changes in net position.

NOTE 14 - ASSET RETIREMENT OBLIGATIONS
Southeast Gas recorded a liability representing expected future costs associated with site reclamation,
facilities dismantlement, and plug and abandonment of gas wells for September 30, 2019 and 2018, as
follows.
2019

September 30,

2018
(Restated)

Balance of ARO — beginning of year
$ 1,720,530		 $ 2,390,949
Assets assigned to PGP		
-			
(656,250 )
Change in estimates (GASB 83)		
-			
(14,169 )
		
Balance of ARO — end of year
$ 1,720,530		 $ 1,720,530

Prior Period Adjustment — In accordance with GASB 83: Asset Retirement Obligations, Southeast Gas
has recognized a liability and a corresponding deferred outflow of resources for its Asset Retirement
Obligations. Measurement of the liability and initial deferred outflow is based on the best estimate of the
amount of the current value of outlays expected to be incurred. The deferred outflow will be amortized
and recognized as a portion of gas costs based on a measure of current year production to total estimated
reserves on an annual basis beginning in 2020. A prior period adjustment of $450,999 has been made
retroactively by restating financial statements for all prior periods presented.
Southeast Gas’s gas distribution system operates under various property easement agreements primarily
related to public rights-of-way. In some instances, the entity granting the easement retains the option to
require certain actions in the event Southeast Gas abandons the asset. Since Southeast Gas expects its gas
distribution assets will be operated in perpetuity and historical abandonment costs resulting from such
easement agreements have been de minimis, no ARO has been recorded for gas distribution assets.
NOTE 15 - DISTRIBUTIONS TO MEMBER MUNICIPALITIES
The Board of Directors declares each year distributions to be paid in November to the member
municipalities. The amounts declared for fiscal years ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, were $3,100,000
and $3,780,908 respectively. Those amounts were reflected as Distributions to member municipalities in
the accompanying statements of revenues, expenses, and changes in net position for the years then ended.
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NOTE 16 - FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
The estimated fair values of financial instruments have been determined by Southeast Gas using market
information and appropriate valuation methodologies. The estimates presented are not necessarily
indicative of the amounts that Southeast Gas could realize in a current market exchange.
The use of different market assumptions and/or estimation methodologies may have a material effect on
the estimated fair market value.
The carrying amounts of cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, accounts payable, and accrued
interest payable are estimated to approximate fair value because of their short-term nature. The carrying
amount of derivative instruments equals fair value.
The table below presents the balances of assets and liabilities measured at fair value on a recurring basis
by category:

September 30, 2019
Total
Level 1
Level 2
		
Natural gas futures contracts

$

(1,439,270 ) $

- $

Level 3		

(1,439,270 ) $

September 30, 2018
Total
Level 1
Level 2
		
Natural gas futures contracts

$

(1,108,865 ) $

- $

-

Level 3		

(1,108,865 ) $

-

The carrying amount and fair value of the Series 2017 Bonds, Series 2015A Bonds, Series 2015B Bonds and
Series 2015C bonds, based on interest rates that are currently available to Southeast Gas for issuance of
debt with similar terms and remaining maturities are as follows at September 30:
2019

2018

Carrying
Fair
Carrying
Amount
Value
Amount
		
Series 2017Bonds
Series 2015A Bonds
Series 2015B Bonds
Series 2015C Bonds

$
$
$
$

10,210,000
7,426,250
5,026,250
1,235,000

$
$
$
$

10,360,054
7,553,841
5,532,171
1,232,338
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$
$
$
$

11,747,500
8,538,750
5,273,750
1,667,500

Fair
Value
$
$
$
$

11,408,165
8,315,852
5,290,451
1,621,310

SERVE
NOTE 17 - ESTIMATED GAS RESERVES (UNAUDITED)
During fiscal year 2003, Southeast Gas purchased working and overriding royalty interests in natural
gas properties in the Black Warrior Basin near Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Estimated reserves based on an
independent petroleum engineer’s studies and subsequent deliveries to Southeast Gas for September 30,
2019 and 2018 are as follows (in Mmcf):

2019

PROVED PRODUCING AND NONPRODUCING RESERVES
Balance — beginning of year
Revisions of previous estimates
Assignment of Coaling and Duncanville
Production
Balance — end of year

• • •
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10,905		
2 		
-		
(1,698 )
9,209			

2018

19,746
(2,279 )
(4,051 )
(2,511 )
10,905
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Schedule of changes in net pension liability and
related ratios – Southeast Alabama Gas District
Retirement Income Plan Last 10 Fiscal Years

September 30,

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

TOTAL PENSION LIABILITY									
$ 547,546		 $ 568,707		$ 630,808		$ 650,875		$ 674,710		 $ 696,338							
Service cost
Interest		 2,868,026			 2,743,459			 2,646,584			 2,397,367 		 2,347,144 		 2,209,542						
Differences between
expected and actual
experience		 571,729			 256,990			 245,538			(1,151,796 )		 241,772			
-						
Change of assumptions		 (120,018 )		 (224,513 )		 (472,307 )		 1,636,311 		 266,370			
-						
Benefit payments		 (1,998,979 )		 (1,772,121 )		 (1,570,943 )		 (1,406,486 )		 (1,352,951 )		 (1,243,338 )						
		
Net change in total
pension liability		 1,868,304			 1,572,522			 1,479,680			 2,126,271			 2,177,045			 1,662,542						
		
Total pension liability -												
Beginning		39,419,838			37,847,316			36,367,636			34,241,365			32,064,320			30,401,778			26,840,209			24,704,328			23,369,698			22,381,184		
Total Pension Liability -												
Ending		41,288,142			39,419,838			37,847,316			36,367,636			34,241,365			32,064,320			30,401,778			26,840,209			24,704,328			23,369,698		

PLAN FIDUCIARY
NET POSITION							
Contributions - employer		 1,842,763			 1,559,261			 1,691,918			 1,646,448			 1,750,002			 2,200,003			 1,445,454			 1,400,004			 1,900,005			 1,900,004		
Net investment income		 1,216,150			 2,435,407			 2,983,973			 2,550,832			 (126,019 )		 1,901,148			 1,632,591			 2,606,825			
61,776			 1,381,305		
Benefit payments		 (1,998,979 )		 (1,772,121 )		 (1,570,943 )		 (1,406,486 )		 (1,352,951 )		 (1,243,338 )		 (1,217,437 )		 (1,200,170 )		 (1,135,345 )		 (1,030,328 )
Administrative expenses		
- 		
-			
(5,792 )		 (19,015 )		 (18,630 )		 (16,638 )		 (15,709 )		
(8,169 )		
(5,736 )		
-		
		
Net change in plan
fiduciary net position		 1,059,934			 2,222,547			 3,099,156			 2,771,779			 252,402			 2,841,175			 1,844,899			 2,798,490			
820,700			 2,250,981		
		
Plan fiduciary net
position - Beginning		 33,577,695			 31,355,148			 28,255,992			25,484,213			25,231,811			22,390,636			20,545,737			17,747,247			 16,926,547			14,675,566		
Plan fiduciary net
position - Ending		 34,637,629
33,577,695			 31,355,148			28,255,992			25,484,213			25,231,811			22,390,636			20,545,737			 17,747,247			16,926,547		
Net pension
liability - Ending
$ 6,650,513		 $ 5,842,143		$ 6,492,168		$ 8,111,644 $ 8,757,152		 $ 6,832,509		$ 8,011,142		$ 6,294,472		$ 6,957,081		$ 6,443,151		
Plan fiduciary net position
as a percentage of
total pension liability		
83.89 %			
85.18 %			
82.85 %			
77.70 %			
74.43 %			
78.69 %			
73.65 %			
76.55 %			
71.84 %			
72.43 %

COVERED PAYROLL
$ 6,847,906		 $ 6,884,768		$ 7,069,177		$ 7,343,670		$ 7,391,947		 $ 7,769,122		$ 7,611,248		$ 7,111,867		$ 7,285,609		$ 6,911,058		
Net pension liability as a
percentage of covered payroll		
97.12 %			
84.86 %			
91.84 %			 110.46 %			 118.47 %			
87.94 %			 105.25 %			
88.51 %			
95.49 %			
93.23 %
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The Southeast Alabama Gas District
Schedule of Contributions –

Southeast Alabama Gas District Retirement Income Plan Last 10 Fiscal Years

September 30,

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

Actuarially determined
contribution
$ 1,448,233		 $ 1,495,202		$ 1,691,915		$ 1,516,014		$ 1,701,455		 $ 1,790,160		$ 1,449,984		$ 1,370,652		$ 1,344,123 $ 602,715		
Contribution in relation to
the actuarially determined 												
contribution		 1,842,763 		 1,559,261			 1,691,918			 1,646,448			 1,750,002			 2,200,003			 1,445,454			 1,400,004			 1,900,005			 1,900,004		
Contribution deficiency
(excess)		 (394,530 )		 (64,059 )		
(3 )		 (130,434 )		 (48,547 )		 (409,843 )		
4,530			 (29,352 )		 (555,882 )		(1,297,289 )
Covered payroll		 6,847,906			 6,884,768			 7,069,177 		 7,343,670			 7,391,947			 7,769,122			 7,611,248			 7,111,867			 7,285,609			 6,911,058		
Contributions as a
percentage
of covered payroll		
26.91%			
22.65%			
23.93%			
22.42%			
23.67%			
28.32%			
18.99%			
19.69%			
26.08%			
27.49%

List of Assumptions for Actuarially Determined Contribution
Valuation date
Beginning of plan year (October 1)		
Actuarially determined contribution is calculated as of the
middle of plan year		
Actuarial cost method
Aggregate		
Asset valuation method
4 year smoothed method		
Salary increases
4.50 %		
Investment rate of return
7.25 %		
Retirement age
Age 63 or age at valuation date if later
Mortality
The RP-2014 Mortality Table projected
with Mortality Improvement Scale
MP-2018 for annuitants and non-annuitants
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Schedule of changes in net OPEB liability and related ratios

– Southeast Alabama Gas District Premium Supplement Plan Last 10 Fiscal Years*
September 30,

2019

TOTAL OPEB LIABILITY
Service cost
$
Interest		
Differences between expected and actual experience		
Change of assumptions		
Benefit payments		
		
Net change in total pension liability		
		
Total OPEB liability - Beginning		
Total OPEB Liability - Ending		

2018

15,636		 $
15,496			
-			
(108,863 )		
(8,850 )		

17,463
13,152
(18,121 )
(6,150 )

(86,581 )		

6,344

354,271			
267,690			

347,927
354,271

PLAN FIDUCIARY NET POSITION
Net investment income		
-			
Benefit payments		
-			
Administrative expenses		
-			
		
Net change in Plan Fiduciary net position		
-			
		
Plan Fiduciary net position - Beginning		
-			
Plan Fiduciary net position - Ending		
-			
			
Net OPEB liability - Ending
$
267,690		 $

354,271

$ 10,060,777		 $ 9,230,197

COVERED EMPLOYEE PAYROLL

Net pension liability as a percentage of covered employee payroll		

* Only two years of historical data were available for presentation at September 30, 2019.
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Selected operating data (Unaudited)

For the years ended

September 30, September 30, September 30, September 30, September 30,
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
			
(Restated)				

Distribution revenues
$ 71,789,411		 $ 68,108,136		 $ 62,975,244		 $ 53,086,890		 $ 63,492,766		
Gas property revenues		 5,670,261			 6,986,586			 8,569,795			 9,495,886			 13,684,128			
Gas sales to supply project
participants		
-			
-			
-			
-			
Corporate eliminations		
(688,200 )		 (7,774,875 )		 (8,341,330 )		 (6,160,988 )		 (8,440,013 )		
Total operating revenues		 76,771,472			 67,319,847			 63,203,709			 56,421,788			 68,736,881 		

			
		
OPERATING EXPENSES		
EXPENSES

Natural gas purchases		 41,813,566			 37,805,943			
Corporate eliminations		
(688,200 )		 (7,774,875 )		
Distribution expenses		 19,437,909			 18,492,412			
Depreciation		 4,155,452			 4,011,885			
Gas properties operating expenses		 4,811,057			 6,072,845			
Depletion of gas properties		 1,211,049			 7,040,964			
Total operating expenses		 70,740,833			 65,649,174			
		
Gain on termination of 2007
Gas Supply Project		
-

35,688,788			
(8,341,330 )		
18,996,313			
4,115,673			
6,383,752			
10,713,029			
67,556,225			
-

25,359,373			 36,432,824			
(6,160,988 )		 (8,440,013 )		
17,877,174			 19,006,352			
3,878,347			 3,477,413			
6,604,629			 7,765,311			
5,987,335			 5,097,630			
53,545,870			 63,339,517			
-

OPERATING INCOME		

6,030,639			 1,670,673			 (4,352,516 )		 2,875,918			
Non-operating income (expense)												
Interest expense		
(870,916 )		
(948,776 )		
(978,085 )		 (1,447,198 )		
Interest income		
475,827			
62,426			
82,917			
65,817			
Other, net		 (1,413,921 )		 (1,314,504 )		 (1,115,408 )		 (1,454,798 )		
Net non-operating income (expense)		 (1,809,010 )		 (2,200,854 )		 (2,010,576 )		 (2,836,179 )		
Deferred income from gas properties		
628,656 			
628,656			
628,656			
628,656			
Deferred billings-2007 Gas Supply Project
-			
-			
-			
-			
Net position before distributions

$

4,850,285		 $

98,475		 $ (5,734,436 ) $

Distribution to member municipalities
$ 3,100,000		 $ 3,780,908 		 $
				

2,538,673		 $

-

5,397,364			

(1,400,922 )		
77,603			
(1,734,206 )		
(3,057,525 )		
628,656			
-			

668,395		 $

2,968,495		

3,518,369		 $

4,836,856		

DISTRIBUTION MMCF SALES

General service		695 		722		576		644		775		
Commercial		
1,117		
1,071		
966		
1,033		
1,117		
Industrial interruptible		8,183		8,005		 7,961		6,332		 6,507		
Public housing authorities		2		2		 2		2		 3		
Optional		
91		
83		
64		
80		
74		
Gas sold for resale		
3,056		
2,191		
973		
991		
1,577		
Gross distribution sales		
13,144		
12,074		
10,542		
9,082		
10,053		
Transportation only		2,815		2,501		 2,000		2,700		 2,521		
Total throughput (Mmcf)		
15,959		
14,575		
12,542		
11,782		
12,574		

DISTRIBUTION REVENUES

General service
$ 12,585,472 $ 12,781,185 $ 10,733,086 $ 11,281,810 $ 12,329,568
Commercial		16,456,964		15,748,167		 14,468,236		14,410,155		 14,758,223		
Industrial interruptible		31,231,520		30,887,510		 32,768,277		22,951,059		 28,741,419		
Public housing authorities		 35,140		 34,157		 28,348		 31,399		 34,311		
Optional		
1,207,024		
1,068,957		757,617		993,128		985,469		
Transportation and other		10,273,291		7,588,160		 4,219,680		 3,419,339		 6,643,776		
Distribution revenues
$ 71,789,411 $ 68,108,136 $ 62,975,244 $ 53,086,890
$ 63,492,766
Peak month number of customers		29,856 		29,535		 29,188		29,101		 28,868		
Average distribution revenue per Mcf												
(excluding transportation, excess gas and												
other operating revenues)
$
6.10 $
6.12 $
6.14 $
6.14 $
6.71
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September 30, September 30, September 30, September 30, September 30,		 September 30, September 30,
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010		
2009
2008
				(Restated)

$ 73,552,734			 $ 64,893,095			 $ 62,745,585		 $ 77,007,682		 $ 79,907,167			 $ 80,870,791		 $ 116,850,843
			 16,687,583				 18,439,765				 23,931,063			 28,053,434			 30,961,697				 32,383,660			 23,575,058

		
-				
-				 12,147,234			 55,327,238			 53,419,823				 52,642,108			 32,671,996
		 (11,722,238		)		 (9,879,375		)		 (14,731,384 )		 (11,276,475 )		 (12,349,650		)		 (12,948,900 )		 (25,017,450 )
		 78,518,079				 73,453,485				 84,092,498			 149,111,879			 151,939,037				 152,947,659			 148,080,447

			
		
			
			
			
			
			

47,239,315				
(11,722,238		)		
17,723,098				
3,114,342				
8,179,299				
3,528,569				
68,062,385				

		

- 			

			 10,455,694				

		 (1,512,404		)		
			
15,716				
		 (1,283,687		)		
		 (2,780,375)			
			
628,656				
			
13,322				

40,636,680				
(9,879,375		)		
19,692,799				
2,992,915				
8,540,020				
4,507,412				
66,490,451				

56,170,198			 84,342,174			 84,716,715				 90,900,493			 106,786,918
(14,731,384 )		 (11,276,475 )		 (12,349,650		)		 (12,948,900 )		 (25,017,450 )
19,685,242			 18,688,631			 18,539,457				 17,100,449			 16,149,664
2,632,326			 2,568,647			 2,502,765				 2,426,174			 2,369,993
8,800,562			 8,158,263			 9,388,222				 9,706,227 		 11,750,949
6,012,761			 4,209,271			 4,587,351				 4,520,043			 3,493,723
78,569,705			 106,690,511			 107,384,860				 111,704,486 		 115,533,797

-				 100,979,389			

- 		

-			

-			

-

6,963,034				 106,502,182			 42,421,368			 44,554,177				 41,243,173 		 32,546,650
(2,467,548		)		
133,815				
(1,534,727		)		
(3,868,460)			
21,100,000				
683,059				

(17,357,799 )		 (38,777,026 )		 (40,608,838		)		 (42,894,664 )		 (44,166,350 )
9,844,529			
547,223			 2,107,160				 2,470,745			 2,881,732
(1,465,706 )		
(942,768 )		
(554,064		)		
(373,702 )		
(166,053 )
(8,978,976 )		 (39,172,571 )		 (39,055,742		)		 (40,797,621 )		 (41,450,671 )
- 		
- 		
-			
-			
(165 )
(86,708,934 )		 12,415,410			 13,448,186				 14,637,100			 17,483,778

$

8,317,297			 $ 24,877,633			 $ 10,814,272		 $ 15,664,207		 $ 18,946,621			 $ 15,082,652		 $

8,579,592

$

5,268,220			 $

3,002,490

4,030,032			 $

6,333,025		 $

6,226,379		 $

8,399,734			 $

7,489,739		 $

		839		749		641		858		982		
1,014		
1,288
		
1,134		
1,061		
993		
1,172		
1,243		
846		
568
		6,948		6,704		6,416		6,518		6,353		6,478		6,404
		3		3		6		7		8		8		9
		
59		
63		
59		
42		
74		
67		
53
		
1,318		
1,598		
2,357		
3,026		
2,472		
1,738		
1,956
		
10,301		
10,178		
10,472		
11,623		
11,132		
10,151		
10,278
		2,671		2,261		2,087		1,874		1,810		1,002		 501
		
12,972		
12,439		
12,559		
13,497		
12,942		
11,153		
10,779

$ 12,994,834 $ 11,254,320 $ 9,872,602
$ 12,386,299 $ 13,748,276 $ 16,668,850
$ 23,728,731
		14,709,256		13,880,077		13,096,628		14,563,101		15,102,501		11,513,467		 9,491,482
		37,479,800		31,810,449		26,678,880		35,050,334		36,452,626		41,225,797		64,250,911
		 43,994		 49,881		 90,581		 102,860		 119,321		 139,477		 171,046
		737,619		702,318		731,433		540,620		923,620		
1,196,745		818,593
		 7,587,231		 7,196,050		12,275,461		14,364,468		13,560,823		
10,126,456		18,390,080
$ 73,552,734 $ 64,893,095 $ 62,745,585
$ 77,007,682 $ 79,907,167 $ 80,870,792
$ 116,850,843
		29,316		29,379		29,591		29,869		29,917		30,017		30,187
												
												
$
7.34 $
6.72 $
6.22
$
7.29 $
7.66 $
8.41
$
11.83
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Board of directors

MAYOR FLETCHER FOUNTAIN

MAYOR ROBERT ELLIOT (ED)

BEASLEY
Luverne

CHRISTOPHER FOSTER

JASON BRYAN

Opp

Andalusia

MAYOR BOB BUNTING

MAYOR WILLIAM E.COOPER

MAYOR BILL HELMS

MAYOR DEXTER MCLENDON

Ozark

Headland

KENNITH MOUNT

Secretary/Treasurer
Dothan

Vice Chair
Eufaula

WINSTON GRIGGS

Brundidge

MAYOR MARK SALIBA

J.J. JAXON, JR.

Chair
Fort Deposit

Abbeville

MAYOR JASON REEVES
Troy
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Enterprise

Greenville

HAROLD SPICER

Elba

19

Management team

J. GREGORY HENDERSON

TERRY BARNES

JIMMY BLACK

LEX COLQUETT

President & CEO

Director of Operations
Central Division

Director of Operations
Western Division

Director of
Corporate Services

STEVE DUEBELT

ROBERT FORBES

BRIAN GILLILAND

SHANNON JACKSON

Director of Operations
Eastern Division

Director of
Engineering Services

Director of
Gas Management

LORI MESSICK

Director of Finance and
Administration & CFO

WILEY LOTT

Director of External Affairs
& Economic Development
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Director of Marketing
& Communications

SERVE

Gas utility plant (Unaudited)

September 30,		 Retirements/

For the years ended

2018

TRANSMISSION PLANT

Mains
$
The Waters - section A		
The Waters - section B
Intake & border stations		
Lateral AEC & SEAGD
20” pipeline - SEAGD portion
20” pipeline - AEC portion
Other
Total		

DISTRIBUTION PLANT

Expansion - Ashford & Cottonwood
Snowden project
The Waters - section C		
Fort Rucker
Opelika
Brannon Stand
Mains
Services
Meters & installations
Regulators & installation		
Measuring & regulating
Structures		
Land
Other		
Total

Additions

17,805,270		 $
4,201,486			
5,783,406			
4,473,471			
8,315,445			
4,362,783			
5,546			
967,383			
45,914,790 		

(85,320 )
$
175,693
2,887			
93,260			

-		 $
-			
(8,570 )		
-			
(8,570 )		

17,719,950
4,201,486
5,783,406
4,640,594
8,315,445
4,362,783
5,546
970,271
45,999,481

2,778,073			
1,012,027			
332,679		
610,244			
6,305,657			
586,953			
37,924,201			
19,119,679			
8,713,980			
2,635,282			
1,043,173			
210,024			
14,523			
3,623,430			
84,909,925			

1,245,217			
875,978			
501,321			
62,265			
52,275			
74,786			
2,811,842			

(9,365 )		
(64,659 )		
-			
-			
(8,571 )		
(47,807 )		
(130,402 )		

2,778,073
1,012,027
332,679
610,244
6,305,657
586,953
39,160,052
19,930,998
9,215,301
2,697,547
1,086,876
210,024
14,523
3,650,409
87,591,363

12,529			

PRODUCTION PLANT

GENERAL PLANT		
Structures
Office furniture & equipment
Transportation equipment
Tools
Communication equipment
Stores & laboratory equipment
Land
Computer software
Total		

ORGANIZATION, FRANCHISE
CONSENTS, AND INTANGIBLE PLANT		
Total Gas Utility Plant

$

Other

September 30,
2019

9,521,436			
2,263,387
5,892,083			
1,064,139			
760,605			
573,900			
764,229			
3,725,938			
24,565,717			

196,361			
248,296			
533,478			
23,735			
(28,137 )		
158,692			
98,178			
1,230,603			

80,868			
155,483,829		

$

-

4,135,705		
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12,529

(5,177 )		
(247,558 )		
(325,337 )		
-			
-			
-			
-			
(578,072 )		
-

$

(717,044 )

9,712,620
2,264,125		
6,100,224
1,087,874
760,605
545,764
922,921
3,824,116
25,218,249
80,868

$

158,902,490

southeastgas.com
715 DR MLK JR EXPRESSWAY
P.O. BOX 1338
ANDALUSIA, AL 36420

1-800-660-8683

19

Service Map

14

Owner Cities

21

Franchise Towns

19

Counties in
Southeast Alabama

6

States in
Southeast US

